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ABSTRACT
Context. Software Project management focuses on planning and executing the activities for developing
software. Agile Software Project Management helps to plan shorter iterations and frequent changes to
customer requirement. Developing the process flow metrics helps to monitor the process and to tune the
process for the given context.
Objectives. The main objectives in the thesis are to identify process flow metrics and frameworks that
are suitable for measuring the process flow in Agile projects especially projects with significant
dependence on hardware components. Apart from identified metrics from the literature, we identify the
impact, challenges, and advantages of using agile models with the help of productivity and process flow
metrics and implement them on a test phase project and compare the productivity of agile model with
waterfall model.
Methods. The thesis presents a two-step study. The first step was to perform a Systematic Literature
Review (SLR) and collect the metrics from the literature study that can be used for the comparison of
the productivity of both the processes. The Second step was to conduct a case study at Volvo Cars to
get us a better understanding, the impact of the agile and how the process flow metrics can be used in
real time for measuring and comparison.
Results. In the first step of SLR, 363 metrics that can be used by software teams have been identified
of which 10 were suitable for the comparison of our current case study required by the second step of
our thesis. In the second step, after using the metrics in the first iteration after the transition, an increase
in productivity of 6.25% is achieved by the team following the agile process over the team following
the traditional process. Several advantages and challenges faced during the transition have been
identified which might have affected the achieved productivity.
Conclusions. We conclude from the results achieved that metrics can be used as a tool to enhance the
benefits of the Agile process. Process Flow metrics can be of good use to compare the difference of
productivity between different processes and make improvements to the current processes. Use of
process flow metrics increases the insight of all the team members who are on the progress of the project
and guides them to enhance team performance and stay on track with the project schedule.
Keywords: Process Flow, Agile software development, traditional software development, software
metrics.
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INTRODUCTION
Software Project management focuses on planning and executing the activities for
developing software. Software projects are planned, executed and monitored to deliver software
with high quality and to reduce waste during the development process so that the product can
be delivered on time. Project Management helps to control uncertainty and have project
complexity under control. Agile Software Development (ASD) impacts uncertainty and
complexity in the following ways: 1) time frame between planning and execution is significantly
shorter, 2) planning an action does not provide all the details of implementation and 3) creativity
and learning are necessary to operate in the environment [2].
“Traditional” software project management methods concentrate on executing a series of wellexecuted activities, such as requirements gathering and definition, software design, coding, and
testing. Agile software development focuses on embracing changes, self-managing teams and
responding to customer needs rather than following the plan. The problem with the traditional
project management is it neglects the risks involved in the development process are
i.
ii.
iii.

deviations in available resources,
change in requirements,
change in any schedule.

Software Engineers have been endeavoring in giving out the best quality software since its
inception by following its best insights [1]. Agile Software Project Management is an endeavor
undertaken and it’s a practice of initiating, planning, executing, controlling and concluding the
work on time given according to the project timeline. Agile Project Management gives a
solution to common persistent problems, poor estimations from projects, slipped timelines
which in turn give reflections to the project’s awareness and making changes to the product
development process to improve the process in reality. Agile Software development gives a set
of approaches for managing and planning software development at an organization. Agile
Software development has the same manifesto as Agile Project Management which has four
main principles while developing a software product using Agile Software development are
Redundancy, Critical Specification, Autonomous teams and Feedbacks [2].
Several researchers focused on Agile software development and while others have
researched on the metrics. Despite the availability of several metrics that can be used for
measurements of the process in Agile methodologies and Traditional processes, there is no
proper insight of the metrics that can be commonly used for both the processes on the same unit
of measures so that the processes can be directly compared. While most of the traditional metrics
concern on the delivery rate(DR) and Work-In-progress(WIP) to determine the rapid speeds of
the delivery of the product, it is very challenging for the software organizations to deliver the
product on the promised date using traditional methodologies.
ASD compared with traditional software development with the use of metrics is compared
as plan driven vs result driven as the approach to improve the software organization is by using
iterative process rather than plan-driven process [7]. Recent studies have exhibited that the use
of agile processes has increased compared to the use of traditional processes. Principles of agile
make a virtuous opinion on the use of metrics using agile software development as the software
organization deals with a large amount of data [7].
The need for process flow measuring software metrics is that, we can have a good software
development life cycle. The metrics are used to monitor and determine the process flow and
suggest improvements in the project. These metrics help in bringing down the response time to
fix the procedure and give additional support to the main focused areas [8]. The emphasis of
this should be briefed, explained over time and maintain the quality of the software as this could
easily stop the flow of development. The challenges to establishing a good nature of the project
line are to have good software over documentation to determine the significant effort to
1

determine metrics in the project lifecycle [1,8]. Figure 1 presents more insights into the area of
study.
The need for increased market and having more customer base in a software organization
needs to have a good time to deliver the project as the predictability of the metrics using
traditional software development is less than 50% compared to agile metrics [9]. The customer
responsiveness and improvements are reduced as the product is delivered at On-time delivery
(OTD) as the development of the product needs specific improvised metrics based on the
observation tests taken by traditional metrics. The more the data is mined out from the projects,
the more simplified process it becomes by using agile metrics and this cannot be simply done
by using traditional metrics [9].

Figure 1 represents the area of study.
This thesis focuses on process flow metrics in agile software development. Agile process is
widely acknowledged in the industry but, the empirical evidence of the use of metrics is still
claimed to be fragmented. “From the industrial viewpoint, these results indicate that once the
respondents have experience on agile methods, these are perceived to provide added value”
[10]. The above statement gives a message that using agile methods in the industry provide
added value compared to the traditional methods used in the industry. Practitioners believe that
the adoption of agile methods has given certain fundamental bases in the industry organization
to complement the organizations existing with traditional methods.
This thesis focuses on process flow metrics in agile software development and compares the
benefits of using Agile methods over the use of traditional methodologies quantitatively. “Tell
me how you will measure me, and I will tell you how I will behave” [11]. The author from the
article states that how can a team measure wisely when the measurements are applied to
constraints using traditional software methodologies. Good agile metrics are always on the
charge of supporting customer-intimate and value traits that are based on the agile.
2

This thesis is highly focused on responding to changing customer needs and direct
communication rather than extensive documentation and requirements [3]. The development
team in Agile is involved in strategic, technical and operational decisions and can greatly impact
the direction of the project. Therefore, there is a need for improved monitoring and measuring
of the process flow in Agile project management that goes beyond simple mentioning of the
advantages theoretically. This is especially relevant for Volvo cars, as the projects at Volvo cars
have a significant dependence on hardware components as requirement specifications, thus,
resulting in a clear need for efficient progress monitoring and delay detections in any part of the
development process.

1.1

Aims and Objectives of the Research
The main aim of this research is to explore process flow metrics in agile software
development. The research explores the key areas that the process flow metrics in agile software
development focus on. Therefore, the objectives guide the research in addressing the above
aims.
O1. To identify in the literature the frameworks that are suitable for measuring the process flow
in Agile projects especially projects with significant dependence on hardware components. To
identify the metrics that can be commonly used to measure the process being followed at Volvo
Cars and Agile process that is newly implemented.
O2. Based on the identified literature frameworks and metrics from O1, we quantitively
measure the difference in the productivity after the transition of the process in the organization;
its advantages compared to traditional heavyweight methods compared to the new methods.
O3. Based on the transition made, mentioned in O2, we identify the challenges faced by the
organization when transitioning to agile and advantages of using metrics.

1.2

Thesis Outline
In this study, we cover the sections that are present over the rest of the paper and they are
structured as follows:
Section 1 demonstrates the Introduction of the study and presents why there is a need for the
study. Furthermore, the aims and objectives of the research and the research gap of the thesis
are also answered here.
Section 2 demonstrates the Background and Context Description of the study which describes
what research has been done before.
Section 3 gives an insight into the Related work that has been done until now.
Section 4 demonstrates the Research methods and presents the research questions and the
research methods are presented here to answer the research question. Quality Assessment, Data
Extraction and Synthesis and Threats to validity of the research methods are also answered here.
Section 5 demonstrates the results and analysis of the two-step study that we have presented in
Section 4.
Section 6 demonstrates the discussions of the results and get more insight into the research
questions that provide more answers to the findings.
Section 7 presents the conclusion and future work of the thesis.
3

1.3

Research Gap of the Thesis
Agile software development and Software Metrics are widely used over the past few
years, but has it been really measured by its process flow and compared to other processes?
There are software organizations that lurk in the dark using traditional software methods. This
thesis study aims to fulfill the gap that is present between the better-known agile models and
traditional models and the usage of process flow metrics in software organizations. What is the
impact of using metrics on productivity? What are the advantages and disadvantages of using
metrics and making the transition to Agile?

4

2

BACKGROUND
In this Chapter 2, we present the background of why there is a need for study, and thus we
present to you about Traditional Software development in 2.1, and about the standard
procedures of agile that do not answer the full transformation in 2.2. Process Flow gives insight
into why there is a need for specific design with the use of metrics at 2.3 and 2.4. Context
Description of the organization is also presented in 2.5.

2.1

“Traditional” Software Development
Traditional Software development methodologies are known in the form as Waterfall
model, RUP model and Spiral model and so on. These methodologies are also known as Heavy
Weight Methodologies[15]. Heavyweight methodologies have a need for documentation and
proper defining to start a project. Heavyweight methodologies depend on the pre-defined
process methods and the on-going documentation further guides them to further processes. The
ability to respond to the changes given using traditional software development is very low
because it is very hard to change the set of requirements in a volatile and constantly changing
environment i.e. with very large software organizations. Software organizations tend to change
requirements according to the changes given frequently when they develop a product. Boehm
[12] and Jonas [13] have concluded that during their project management experience in their
articles that 25% or more changes are made during the development of the products in any
software organization. Software organizations have a major problem of handling the complexity
during the developmental stages of the product. The ability to understand and have keen updates
of the product is very low as the approach of the traditional software development is predictive
rather than adaptive [14].
The traditional software development steadily follows a sequential order and the flow
follows traditionally downwards. The main reason traditional software development has many
problems with the day-to-day life structure is that the customer requirements cannot be changed
because it follows a sequential order. With project sizes increasing normally, the state traditional
software methods cannot achieve what modern day technology methods are achieving since it
has to re-do all its working order again to make sure that customer’s latest requirements are met.
If in case the requirements are to be added at a later stage during the development of the project
the company might incur a huge loss and the project might lead to failure[23].
According to [24], the traditional software development is not exactly plan-driven and it has
become complex when projects are developed in a sequential phase-wise manner. When it
comes to project management, the requirements are only complete when all of them are sorted
in an aligned manner, once the process has started, the project cannot be changed later on.
Traditional software development methods involve only that are very disciplined and deliberate
to the study and doesn’t let the person give distinct ideas when it needs proper up front. With
this approach, the lifecycles of the project are not easily recognizable as they can be too many
changes if there is any change in the existing plan.
Traditional software development does not have the same approach, way of control, way of
working as agile. The groups that develop the project do not have frequent meetings or deliveries
at the managing level, project level nor at the program level [25]. But, this model unfortunately
does not have a good history in executing the results that might help in understandability issues
as relevant issues might occur while developing the product [15]. Studies show that the risk is
higher and more problems emerge if we keep on increasing the size of the project. As the size
increases, the gaps between the software development modules increases thus, making
documentation, audit meetings imbecile.
Recent studies have shown that lack of frequent meetings, individual's de-motivation to the
work mostly contributes to a project failure[26]. It was mainly because the software that is to
be developed was heavily upfronted and very limited changes are made during the development
stage. The traditional software development models rose to prominence back in the 1970s and
primarily started as a kickstart in many large software and hardware organizations[27]. To gain
5

further exposure of these models, the models did not provide time-to-time feedbacks and had
no customer representatives to get a clear understanding from the customer to get their
perspective. Thus, these models created more than expected requirements, late schedule
deliveries, and more budgets to complete the projects.
Although the approach of using traditional software development can be successful, there
exists a big challenge that all of the techniques that are used in industry can be successful. The
main challenges arise when the developers are specially trained for the traditional software
development methods but, the intended changes are made sure that the team follows the latest
trend to complete its project [28]. Medium and small scale organizations have abandoned the
techniques that yield less process movement and have adopted only those techniques that are
working very well for them. The exploration for this study is dynamic as these models are
related, associated with linear development style. “Customers play an important role during
specification development, but their participation is minimal. Unlike the traditional
methodologies, agile methodologies deal with unpredictability by relying on people and their
creativity rather than on processes” [29]. The above reference states that the customer is
involved in the latest technology models for a collaborative decision making, while in traditional
software development the customer's interaction with the developers is very minimal making
the development process obscure. In the latest technology models, it gives the developer the
freedom to process out and bring their creativity in life and making the broader decision simpler
by breaking it down into simpler forms rather than relying on long-lasting processes that take
most of the time reading the documentation.
“Followers of more traditional methodologies believe that agile methods are chaotic and
lack the formal procedural rigor that the former possess. One of the most important differences
is that traditional development attempts to minimize the change in the course of the project
through rigorous upfront requirements gathering, analysis, and design” [30]. The above
reference quote states that the followers of the traditional software development believe that the
latest software development models lack formal procedure and attain less quality than compared
to traditional software development. The traditional software development practitioners believe
that the change in the development process should not be inevitable. Thus, making minimal
changes on the project and not having a broader scope; the aim should be focused on adaptation,
innovation, prediction, and control to make sure we have a successful project running.
The managers and other high-level staff always have issues when they are approached
with the traditional model organization as they have to figure the right documentation with its
contradictory ideas suitable for the project. The projects are not always small, stand-alone
projects. Some of the projects require rapid development where the results need to updated
quickly and the difficulty rises up when we use top-down notch methods to cross and break the
barriers. Practitioners have named these barriers as pauses in the project, problems occurring
through scale or scope and other significant general issues[31]. The heavyweight processes
require proper communication, management and good technical methods to vary and alter their
configuration for proper responses from the development side. If there are no good responses
from both sides, there can be problems and challenges such as “ development process related
challenges,
customer-related
challenges,
developer-related
challenges,
and
organizational/managemental related challenges ” [32]. These challenges occur when no
proper design is included in the submissive huge project that is needed to be examined when
new methods are included in the documentation phase of the project. As the documentation
stage is only used a couple of times in the start and, during the audit time where it is
crosschecked with the project description. The huge vast amounts of information should be
checked as many studies reveal that during the documentation and the audit time, developers
and high-level staff tend to make more mistakes. The conflicts should be addressed as carefully
as possible and discuss it among team members to remove the maximum amount of errors
causing a big resistance to irremovable mistakes due to inadequate attention paid to these
challenges. It can raise serious concern for software projects as if this is not checked thoroughly
there can a project failure.
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2.2

Agile Software Development
In the recent past two decades, Agile methodologies a study where it’s urging developers
to develop upfront code faster rather wasting time on documentation [33]. Software
development methodologies and its new demands are evolving daily from users and developer’s
perspective, as many people are opting for the user-friendly business environment, where there
is constant change; the requirements meet and thus, adjusting to the development process [34].
Agile software development has reformed the development standards from sect techniques to
mainstream methods [35]. The agile model has become a perfect contradiction and an ante
model to traditional software development. The model has focused on spotlights and troubles
that are in traditional software development. According to Kulas [36] and Cockburn [37], agile
focuses on “less planning, customer satisfaction, quicker deliveries and responsiveness to
changes” [36,37]. Agile software development also spotlights the following weaknesses in the
management level in traditional software development. Some of them to name are frequent faceto-face conversations and individual conversations that lead to continuous learning and
knowledge transfer which are very important when we develop a project [38]. The success of
opting the agile studies is that the customer plays and has an important role when a project is
being developed. The customer is asked to be on-site as the developers and other stakeholders
have equal control over the project’s process [38]. The most popular development models in the
agile methodologies are Scrum, Lean and Extreme Programming (XP) [39].
Scrum is a development method which has rapidly gained huge recognition due to its
iterative and incremental software developmental method [49]. The success of this model is
dependent on its ability to develop software’s and perform continuous integration on the current
working product which is to be delivered at the maximum reduced cost to the customer [50].
Scrum has and follows a principle that maximizes the work efficient that is to be done and this
principle has led to the reduction of the work by 50% in every other category that other
traditional software models have faced (in terms of its processes, total amount of work and
working on its defects) [39]. Scrum has the main driving factor which key to its success, which
is its product backlog where all the requirements are frequently prioritized so that all its
requirements have maximum returns [51]. Scrum has iterations where each prioritized
requirement is completed on a weekly basis and they are known to be as a sprint and the
maximum number of sprints in a Scrum development cycle are limited to 4 [17]. Scrum has a
few roles that have assigned during its development process namely product owner, scrum
master and the scrum team. The product owner is the person who maintains the product backlog
and checks whether all the requirements are in the right place or not. Scrum master who takes
up this role takes the lead as the project manager to the developing project and he is responsible
for the scrum development process [52]. The scrum team consists of developers who develop
the code continuously and testers who write test cases to check the efficiency of the project
along with other people. The product owner of the scrum team plans each sprint of the
development cycle by estimating its duration and its time is taken to complete the project. While
developing the project, each and every day the scrum team gathers, and they have daily standup meetings to discuss their agenda and goals which is tracked to determine the progress and it
is presented at the very end of each sprint to know their statistics of the development.
Extreme programming is one of the known models in agile software development [53].
This methodology is best suited for development say the e-project developers [54]. The extreme
programming model is basically based on its 5 main principles and they are “communication,
courage, feedback, simplicity and respect” [57] and has a total of 12 its recognized practices.
The practices are as follows: “Planning game, Small releases, Metaphor, Simple design, tests,
refactoring, pair-programming, continuous integration, collective ownership, on-site customer,
40-hour weeks and open workspace” [58]. XP turns the software process side-ways rather than
having it in a standard procedure.
The software development model exploits the difference in cost making and makes sure
that the speed of the teams that are developing the stories do not differ. XP uses similar kind of
features (i.e. sprints) and uses them as stories to complete the set of requirements. The main
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difference that differs XP from other agile models is that customers have the right to choose
what he wants according to his cart and pick up a date that suits him and have the programmers
calculate the budget of the cart and then only they add up in the product backlog [58]. The
practices that used in the XP model are not new by any means, many practitioners have come
to a conclusion that the best way to deliver the software or project is to deliver by using an XP
software developmental model that is, because in an environment where requirements are
changing violently it becomes easier to take a decision by a short split [58].
The agile manifesto says that “We are uncovering better ways of developing software by
doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have come to values.” [37,41]. Agile
methodologies manifesto is based on 12 major principles, they are as follows [37]: “
1. Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable
software.
2. Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change
for the customer's competitive advantage.
3. Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a
preference to the shorter timescale.
4. Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.
5. Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need
and trust them to get the job done.
6. The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development
team is face-to-face conversation.
7. Working software is the primary measure of progress.
8. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should
be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.
9. Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.
10. Simplicity--the art of maximizing the amount of work not done--is essential.
11. The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
12. At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts
its behavior accordingly.” [37].
The agile manifesto stands and starts as a mandatory principal start for many practitioners
who intend to change from traditional software development. Practitioners believe that with
improved planning and stakeholder involving in each activity there can be an effective way to
the software development process [41]. The importance of having knowledge good of
development and a person who is very abreast to new technologies can gain many benefits i.e.
that the knowledge of the model can be shared with internal employees very much faster and
easily [40].

2.3

Software Metrics
The term metric defines as “a measure or a combination of measures for quantitatively
assessing, controlling or improving a process, a product, a team” [72]. Software metrics have
defined as the measurements that are widely used in the software industry with many wide
ranges from different scales [61,73]. Software metrics have been in the area of software
engineering over three decades now and yet, software metrics are not yet fully penetrated to use
in the field of software engineering [61]. Software engineers and practitioners have been trying
to find out and measure the software by which it can be clearly described by the set of rules
given to gain more qualitative insights and try to increase its quality since its inception in
software engineering [59]. Software metrics have been on the move using traditional software
developmental models, yet traditional software methods have high-cost estimation and offer
less support and high-risk taking chances. It is also stated that defect detection is also very low
compared to not using at all [61]. Practitioners have believed that by using metrics in their
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developmental cycles, the projects have become more characteristic and metrics determine the
functionality by detecting the errors and help them remove on time by tracking them through
several tests [62].
With the priority of requirements increasing in day by day, the process of developing the
software and its demands are needed to be met and the limelight of the developing the software
has been dropped significantly claim practitioners and software researchers [63]. For every
component, there needs to be a measurement where a software product is significant enough to
get high-performance statistics along high capacity to ensure that they have reached their target
goal for every specified quality requirement [64,65]. These measurement metrics help us in
calculating, controlling evaluating and understanding the products in real time, which makes
the software process improvement and its empirical conclusions sure that the measurements
that were taken have a crucial and steep success [66,67]. The organizations that have gained
help by improving their performance, make sure that all the software metrics characterization is
always in support of decision making [67]. Measurements that have visible outcome always
have good motivation and they justify the amount of the effort put on to complete the work [68].
Practitioners have a say that if the projects are compared side to side, one with the use of metrics
and another without the metrics, the ones which have metrics with them have a systematic and
a measurement procedure which is reliable by making the outcomes come first [68].
From the above statements, it is hence proven from the literature that measuring the
software development process is the best and the most efficient way to improve the development
of the software projects by showing where exactly there is a need to focus and which ways are
the best to approach it [69]. By using metrics the developer who is developing the project can
get his work done from the viewpoints such as understandability, good planning, improved
tracking, better control and evaluation [70].

2.4

Process Flow
The major difference between Agile software project management and “Traditional”
software project management is observed in the planning and execution phases of the project.
Therefore, measuring the flow in the project remains challenging and needed for successful
learning of impact between the Agile and traditional projects.
To explain more explicitly consider there are two teams of developers and testers. While
following traditional project management, the team of testers has to wait for the whole
developing process to be completed. Whereas in agile; software developers, testers are involved
in the entire project and work in cross-functional teams. Quite often the software is developed
in the test-driven methodology where test cases are written instead of requirements. Since the
two activities get merged together, we need to understand that the process flow is an important
factor to consider if we intend to measure the impact between the two methods.
But the measuring process flow is a complex process as it depends on multiple factors and
quality attributes that should be decomposed into several variables. Whereas to calculate process
flow though it is a time-based measurement, all these attributes have to be considered to get
proper measurements as there are processes that overlap each other like developing and testing
in methods especially like Agile. These measurements can help in the future planning of the
projects and if these measures are inconsistent then the quality of the software product may be
compromised. So it makes it important to measure process flow keeping into consideration of
all these factors. Hence it is difficult to measure process flow when compared to measuring
other metrics.
Measuring the process flow in Traditional project management is generally done by
observing the completion of a phase of the Software Development Life Cycle. There were no
specific measures to measure the process flow until Humphrey(1989) recognized these
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problems and proposed several models like “Capability Maturity Model”(CMM) and CMMI as
its succeeding model for statistical process control and predictability [4].
Measuring the process flow in Agile Project management is specific as the processes cannot
be directly applied to the Agile project management as agile is iterative and incremental process
flow and is subjective to changes, whereas traditional projects are not subjective to such
changes. Hence, very few metrics have been defined to measure the incorporation of these
changes and these metrics might not apply to every software project [5].

2.5

Context Description
At Volvo Cars Engine there are several software developers who are working on development
and testing of the engine parts using high-level programming languages under the sector named
Measuring Room. These software developers work on software that is required to program the
test cases that check the quality of the engine parts. They use the programs developed by the
developers as input to robotic measuring tools that measure the accuracy and precision of the
different dimensions of the engine parts as standard protocols that must be passed as part of
regular quality check. They develop specific programs for each engine part for each model of
engine that lets the tool to measure the engine parts accurately. From Research & Development
wing they receive the specifications of several parts of the engine as input for requirements. The
measured values received from the measuring tools after testing can be standardized as quality
certification requirements for a standard engine for future quality inspections in the production
lines.
The team of software developers is currently following “traditional” project management
methods and it has become difficult for the organization to track the process flow of the work
and progress of the work. The organization has come forward to seek help from academia and
wants to implement Agile methodologies to their software project giving out specific
requirements that are to be met.
The requirements of the organization are the following:
• Transition to Agile process
• Measure the Process Flow
• Track the progress of the project
• Advantages of the new process
• Challenges of transition
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3

RELATED WORK
The recent surveys and studies have revealed that the software developers, managers from
organizational, management and staff level do not feel comfortable with the results that they are
achieving over the years while developing projects. The software developers present that, they
are ready for a change in the process and thus there is a need for better development and adoption
of new models i.e. agile software development is required to present the great potential of the
growth in the projects [27]. Despite the low number of projects running of these models, many
big organizations still use the old-fashioned models which are least compatible with today’s
latest technologies [16].
According to Mantovani [40], since agile models have been proposed over the past two
decades, many people have responded and have had learning aspects that are based on the Agile
manifesto [37].
“While the opportunities and benefits that agile methodologies afford to make them attractive,
organizations should be circumspect in embracing them or in integrating them with existing
practices” [29]. The above reference states that the agile wave is huge and doing the rounds in
the software organizations. The opportunities and its benefits seem like benefitting while taking
rounds developing the software project. We need to understand that projects of this size are to
be very huge and rapid development of the project is very much needed, assessment of flexible
and adaptive systems should be featured in the developmental model while continuous
development should not be stopped.
“Most organizations cannot ignore the agile wave, but for those steeped in traditional systems
development, adoption of agile methodologies will likely pose several challenges” [29]. The
reference states that even when companies try to adapt and some of the newly implement the
agile models. It will become very hard on them as the projects will be very huge and the
traditional models are basic structured while the agile models are OO (object-oriented)
structured and there will be limitations as everyone will be on the verge of finding the solution
to all the problems. Even though we have good software developmental models that solve most
of the problems, there arises a new one. The most important factor in any change of
developmental model is the transition phase. Software measurement metrics have paved a path
and have been measuring the software products from traditional software development. Most of
the researchers either use agile models or measurements that give a temporary solution [17].
Therefore, there is a need for measurements that align with agile software developmental models
to give the best outcomes in a clear set of defined rules [8].
A long time from now, DeMillo has placed out of the suitability that metrics and software
measurements have come along from a very long time [71]. When we want a measure a suitable
project at a very low cost we need a good metric [5]. A good metric is defined as the metric that
has good objectives, be simple, extremely precise over the data achieved. Good metrics are
classified into the three types and they all have different features, they are namely: Process
Metrics, Product metrics and finally Project metrics [74]. Process metrics define the total
process development of the project, product metrics give detail measures about the software
project and the project metrics give insights on monitoring and gives status and situation reports
to the software developers regarding the projects [75]. These metrics are used in large
organizations to get fruitful results at the utmost cost spent to identify and clear their potential
design issues [76].
The main objectives of the software metrics are mainly to give insights into the information
that supports decision making during the software lifecycle. Managers urge developers to use
metrics as they reduce the risk of having further issues while increasing the thought process
during decision making [61]. This has made a huge par-take between the people among the team
as many people have sufficed the shift as the use of metrics need many meetings between them
and rightly so traditional methodology models do not have the luxury to give much time for the
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developers to use metrics. Therefore, the use of traditional software metrics has failed to give
answers to our key and main objectives in this study [61].
“In particular, to our knowledge, there are no studies investigating the distribution of
traditional metrics in software developed using Agile methodologies” [59]. The importance of
using software metrics in the field of software engineering is very much understated because
our very lives and projects are persuaded by the software metrics [60]. There is a need for change
and the change must come from all parts of the organizations. Organizational level, stall level,
and management level all of them must come together to make it a successful project. The
results of using agile have been successful and the usage of adding agile metrics would benefit
the companies that try to use it. In this case study, we try to uncover more of this information
by applying the above-known metrics using agile software development methodologies [61].
Padmini et al. [5], discussed the major problems arising in measuring the process in Agile
software project management. Few metrics like delivery on time, work capacity, velocity were
mentioned but none of them could be directly related to our project. Agile being iterative and
subjective to changes in the project plan, it is difficult to measure and predict these changes.
The paper also discusses that there has been very less research conducted in this regard.
Mukker et al. [6], conducted a literature review on metrics in Agile but none of them was
regarding the metrics for measurement of the process flow. The metrics were LOC, testing
metrics, Quality metrics, etcetera but no metrics that could directly measure process flow.
Katumba et al. [16], discussed in the paper various challenges in the development sections of
the Volvo Cars Cooperation. The author focuses on the identified challenges in their software
development process that are related to its process perception. The author identified the main
challenges as “reactive mode”, “frequent task switching”, “lack of complete knowledge”, “long
communication chains” and “low cross-function mindset”. The author identified the challenges
with key competencies, organization settings, tools, methods and processes that have combined
software and hardware elements, now with every organization inter-phasing to digitalization.
The author aims at understanding the main applicability of using agile methods while
developing automotive software development. The transition of such software development
should be prepared by this multinational company by relating the work process with agile
principles to its daily developments in software automation.
In Agile Software project management, there have been very few identified metrics that relate
to the process flow of software development in an organization, for example, lines of code per
hour, delivery on time but those metrics alone weren’t sufficient to measure process flow in our
project. Many of today’s papers have knowledge regarding the measurement of the agile process
but none of the papers has much information about metrics that can be commonly used for
measuring and tracking the progress of process flow between teams following the different
process of development. Therefore, there is a need to find a method or metric that can be used
to measure the process flow and the progress of the project that can be used to compare on the
same unit of measure even if the process is different.
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4

METHOD
In chapter 3, we present the research questions that are in the study. The chapter involves
presenting the study protocols of Systematic Literature Review in 3.2 and 3.3 for Case Study.

4.1

Research Questions
Table 1 presents a clear description of the research type used to answer the research
questions. The research methods are explained in detailed step-by-step procedures.

SI
No
RQ1

RQ2

Research Questions
What are the frameworks and
metrics that can be used to
measure the process flow at Volvo
Cars?

What is the impact and what are
the challenges faced by the
organization and the software
developers while adapting to these
new methods of Agile and its
advantages compared to
Traditional methods?
Briefing:
i. Study the challenges faced by
the employees and organization
during the transition to a new
process.
ii. Identify the advantages of
metrics and new process.
iii. Study the impact of the new
process, usage of metrics, and
identified challenges on the
productivity of the project.

Motivation

Research

The use of traditional methods Systematic Literature
in vehicular industries is a Review (SLR)
challenge
and
requires
standards to fulfill the
requirements to make sure the
products are of high quality.
Hence, to investigate the
existing frameworks of Agile
and gain knowledge on them
this RQ1 is perceived. The
usage of traditional metrics on
Agile
process
yields
inaccurate results to the
project. Therefore, there is a
need to investigate metrics
from the study that can be used
to commonly measure both the
processes at Volvo Cars. The
metrics are presented in the
results section of a systematic
literature review at 4.3 in the
study.
“To measure a gap between Case Study
estimation and having an
actual implementation of the
project we need metrics to take
it to the right direction” [17].
Most metrics that can measure
the difference of productivity
of traditional practices and
Agile practices cannot give the
complete picture for the
change
in
productivity
directly. Hence there is a need
for studying the difference in
productivity
along
with
understanding the factors that
are affecting the change in this
productivity. Therefore, the
impact on software teams
needs to be measured when
comparing
Non-Agile
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software development to Agile
software
development.
Measuring the flow of process
on common units remains
challenging as both follow
completely
different
processes.
Table 1 explaining the motivation for Research Questions

4.2

Systematic Literature Review
A systematic literature review is chosen for this study type to answer the research
questions given. This research type is chosen because it has a rigorous strategy which includes
reviews and maps that have emerged as evidence thus allowing the researchers to give conceptbased evidence.
In our study, the main rationale to conduct an SLR is to find the existing evidence on how agile
software development can sum up the current research gaps. To recommend new research which
will benefit the organization which was not reliable by traditional methods.

The main reasons to find empirical evidence and to why these are undertaken are [18]:
1) To summarize a shred of existing evidence on a methodology or technology
2) To identify the gaps in our current research to determine what needs to be further investigated
in our research.
3) To further see what new research activities are needed in our research.
4) To examine what evidence is supported or contradicted by the available hypothesis needed in
traditional development using metrics.
To affirm research like this, we have taken measures and have performed a search on the
Scopus database to find identical papers that are needed for our research. The systematic
literature review in our study unlike only has empirical studies and needs a database search to
identify relevant papers. The initial database search was conducted using the keywords “Agile
software project management” and “Metrics for Agile project management”. Our research needs
more empirical evidence as it involves Agile software development with the use of metrics.
Snowballing Sampling strategy is chosen as it is thereby giving us more insight into the
empirical evidence.
The Systematic Literature review is done by the guidelines of Wohlin [19] and the
suggestions given by Kitchenham [20].
Reasons for rejecting other methods for RQ1:
Literature Review:
The literature review is generally less comprehensive and the range for searching papers
generally do not go out of bounds to get that extra information we need for the thesis study
[103]. The researchers wanted to collect as much information as possible from the literature to
collect frameworks and metrics. Therefore, Literature review was rejected.
Systematic Mapping Reviews:
“The main goal of a systematic mapping studies is to provide an overview of a research
area” [104]. The authors are trying to collect as much as information from the literature and
systematic mapping reviews only provide an overview to research we are trying to seek and
maps the frequencies of the papers that are according to the trend [104]. The researchers
however don’t need the frequency mapping as they state below that they start including papers
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from 2001 because agile manifesto has started in 2001. Therefore, systematic mapping reviews
are rejected.

4.2.1

Study Identification
The study identification answer findings to as many as relevant research questions in our
study that are related to the systematic literature review. From Table 1, we need to find out
relevant literature for the RQ1. The study identification is sequentially divided to construct the
review process of the study undertaken.

4.2.1.1

1)
2)
3)
4)
4.2.1.2

Identify Start Set Papers
Identifying a good start set for the research should have good characteristics in the
following way according to Wohlin [19]:
The first and foremost, the start set papers should target a diversity of papers from different
authors coming from different communities, publishers, years. It is important to cover all the
aspects of the start set.
The start set should depend on the size of the area studied rather than a number of papers
included, or size of the start set.
If too may papers are included in the start set, due to the general start string formulation, the
papers that are having more citations or references in the paper can yield more references and
this can be an alternative to the more rigid database search method.
To alleviate the risk of having missed any relevant terms that are having slightly different
terminology, synonyms can be favored to get more keywords in our literature.
Keywords for Search String
To identify a good start set, we need to have a good set of keywords to find the perfect
string to identify literature from a good database. The main keywords that are preferred into the
account based on the identified related work are “Agile”, “Metrics”, “software”, “development”.
The search string that was chosen after the consent with the professor is “Agile”, “Metrics”,
“software”, “development”. The search string that was chosen after the consent with the
professor is "Agile" AND "Metrics" OR "software" , "development" AND ( LIMIT-TO (
SUBJAREA , "COMP" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA , "ENGI" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO (
PUBYEAR , 2018 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2017 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,
2016 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2015 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2014 ) OR
LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2013 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2012 ) OR LIMIT-TO (
PUBYEAR , 2011 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2010 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,
2009 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2008 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2007 ) OR
LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2006 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2005 ) OR LIMIT-TO (
PUBYEAR , 2004 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2003 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR ,
2002 ) OR LIMIT-TO ( PUBYEAR , 2001 ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE , "English"
) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( EXACTKEYWORD , "Software Engineering" ) OR LIMIT-TO (
EXACTKEYWORD , "Project Management" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( EXACTKEYWORD ,
"Agile Software Development" ) OR LIMIT-TO ( EXACTKEYWORD , "Agile
Development" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( ACCESSTYPE(OA) ) )”. With the above search string
we have found 442 study papers from the initial search, based on title and abstract screening we
have limited our search result to 78 and we have excluded 364 papers by reading the title and
abstract, based on filtering the contents and reading the full texts of the study we have further
limited the study to 19 and excluding the final 59 papers from the final start set papers. The
accepted final start set papers are 19. The search process for search string formulation is clearly
presented in Figure 2.
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Search for relevant terms, synonyms

Scopus Search

Report the Final String

Stop

Figure 2 representing the Search String Formulation

4.2.1.3

Choosing Scopus Database and why Google Scholar is not chosen?
The selection of database is very important to yield good start set articles to start our snowball
sampling in our study, as our study involves Agile software development with the use of metrics
there is always a margin of error that we might miss the important articles if we do not choose
a good database. In our study, we have chosen Scopus as the database instead of Google scholar
because it is generally suggested for identifying a good start set [19]. Google Scholar is not
chosen in our database because, google scholar has contents of publications from various
sources whereas contents of Scopus are generally peer-reviewed and from the research
community with ACM classification which would fetch the results of better quality, removing
any unwanted results. Hence Scopus is selected as our Database.

4.2.1.4

Inclusion & Exclusion Criteria
We have taken measures whether the papers have matched according to the criteria to include
or exclude in our study. Table 2 and Table 3 explains the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Inclusion Criteria
Rationale
Studies that only deal with the use of metrics on The study focusses on the use of metrics in Agile
Agile or Scrum.
or Scrum Software development.
Articles that are written in the English Language We can use papers from a different language, but
it takes time to translate considering the time
constraints.
Articles that are available in full text
In our study, we accept only those articles that
have full text available.
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Articles that are available from the year 2001
Articles that are Peer and Non-peered reviewed

We have chosen the articles from 2001 because
agile manifesto has started in 2001 and we do not
want to miss any article related to the study.
We have accepted non-peered reviews in our
study because it widens our study and thereby
giving more insight into the evidence.

Table 2 explaining the Inclusion criteria and its rationale.
Exclusion Criteria
Duplicate Studies

Rationale
We are eliminating papers that are duplicate or
similar in manner.
Repeated Studies
We are eliminating papers that are having the
same studies under an author or same studies
under the same types.
Studies that reflect only on Metrics or only in This study is only concerned about the use of
Agile or Scrum
metrics in agile or scrum and not individually.
Studies that study Primary studies
We are eliminating the papers that are not
primary studies as the literature review studies
that study other literature review studies are
known as tertiary studies and we are eliminating
them [20].
Table 3 explaining the Exclusion criteria and its rationale.

4.2.1.5

Snowballing Process
Snowball Sampling process is used extensively as a literature study because it is
independent of search approach. In our research we need to find literature that is relevant to
Agile software development with the use of metrics, we need to have a good start set for our
snowballing procedure to find a good set of papers from the database. Snowball sampling is a
process where we find relevant citations from selected study papers and we retrieve relevant
selected papers until we find no more relevant studies. The initial step is to start by selecting a
suitable paper which matches the requirement and therefore we dig in to drive in more details
further. This process is called as Backward Snowball sampling and has less noise compared to
a databased approach. Database Approach is not implemented because it reduces efficiency.
Therefore, Snowball sampling is used in our study method [19,20]. The snowballing process is
explained in Figure 3.
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Figure 3 presents the article selection in the Snowballing Process
4.2.1.6
4.2.1.6.1

Backward and Forward Snowballing
Forward Snowball Sampling

Forward Snowballing is performed by looking at the citations of each paper selected from
the start set. The citations of each paper were looked on google scholar database for each study.
The study should include the following criteria in order to move on to the next iteration of
forward snowballing [19], they are:
1) Examine the title of the cited paper
2) Examine the abstract of the cited paper
3) Even after reading the abstract the paper is difficult, then the full text of the cited paper is read.
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Every new iteration, new studies are included in the list for the next iteration and the
iterations are done until no new paper is found in forward snowballing.
4.2.1.6.2

Backward Snowball Sampling

Backward Snowballing Sampling is done by viewing at the references of each paper
included in our study. The citations of each paper were looked on google scholar database for
each study. The study should include the following criteria in order to move on to the next
iteration of backward snowballing [19], they are:
1) Examine the title of the cited paper
2) Examine the abstract of the cited paper
3) Even after reading the abstract the paper is difficult, then the full text of the cited paper is read.
4.2.1.6.3

Snowball Sorting

Snowball Sorting is performed after all the iterations are completed and all the cited
papers go through the Inclusive/Exclusive criteria to make sure all the papers comply with the
given criteria. As there are two study authors, the first author has performed the forward
snowballing and while the other was cross-checking false positives as there might be a chance,
the first author could miss some important papers and the excluded papers might have a chance
to bring good references. While the same was done with Backward snowballing as well, the
second author has performed the sampling and the first author has done the assessment and the
data extraction of the found relevant literature. All the papers were clustered, and a final check
has been done before we began data extraction and synthesis [19].

4.2.2

Data Extraction and Synthesis of Systematic Literature Review
The data extraction is concluded by extracting information from the primary studies. The
data extraction is done by using the guidelines given by Tore Dybå et al [21]. The data extraction
is mapped and outlined with the research question present in our study. The type of data we
need to extract from the SLR is by going through all the codes and then generalizing according
to the data extracted based on the similarities. We have categorized a few types according to
our study. The following data extraction form is explained more in Table 4.

Category

Properties

General Information

Paper ID, Title, Author(s), Year
of Publication

Study Type

Evaluation Study,
Observational Research,
Opinion Papers, Proportional
study papers

RQ1

Research Method

Literature Reviews, Interviews,
Case study, Survey,
Experiment, Model,
Framework
Metrics Name(s)

RQ1

Research Outcomes
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Mapping
Questions

to
RQ1

RQ1

Research

Metrics Definition on what the
metric does

RQ1

The metrics that allow the use
in agile methodologies.

RQ1

Table 4 explaining the data extraction template for Literature Study.
The data extraction is done by using thematic synthesis [77] and the extracted results are
shared with the supervisor for further precision on the results by using the above guidelines. In
systematic literature review results, we tend to find data that can be relevant and recurring,
thematic analysis involves of identifying of these recurring themes in the main primary studies,
analysing them and coming to a conclusion based on the results. In our study, we have focused
on the research questions that the measures have a focus on metrics and agile software
development. The purpose of this method is to solve and prove that we have proper explanations
when we develop themes through the literature work [21]. There are several other best-known
data extraction methods such as Narrative synthesis and Qualitative Comparative analysis. We
have not chosen Narrative analysis because it lacks transparency, and lacks procedures and
standards making the study’s analysis even hard. It focuses on theory building, while our study
focuses on the results of the primary studies and generate themes [77]. While on the other hand,
Qualitative Comparative Analysis is rejected because it lacks the sensitivity of getting aspects
evidence and emphasizes on the process more rather than the results, while thematic analysis
focuses on and relies well on diverse evidence types making it apt for our study type [77]. There
are 4 main approaches to use the thematic analysis [77]. The methodology of the thematic
synthesis is as follows:
1. Familiarizing with the results – The authors of the study have taken the primary study set of
papers. All the papers were having common draw areas of metrics and agile software
development methodologies. The step to start identifying the metric measures, its purposes and
how they have used them in the literature study. The base start has been identified and we get a
start to form our initial codes to match all the important evidence found from theanalyzed
literature text.
2. Code the Data – The second phase of the thematic synthesis starts when the authors have finally
read and understood the results data from the first phase. The initial codes are mapped here in
this phase, where every data acquired from the literature study is categorized in the form where
the researchers have adopted an integrated strategy to code the available data. The codes are
categorized in such a way that they answer the research questions. The coding was done on the
basis of the following steps:
a) Identifying the name of the metric
b) Identifying what the metric does
c) Extract the framework or models that are used in the literature
d) To check whether the study of metrics is based on Empirical or Non- Empirical
literature texts.
e) Repeat the above procedures until we cover all and complete the coding from the aboveanalyzed text from the phase.
3. Translates the codes into themes – In the third phase, we have closely grouped the codes together
with the repetitive studies that are present in the second phase. The measures that share the same
category are narrowed down to major categories where multiple codes are created into a theme.
For Ex: the metric (Velocity) and (user stories per iteration) are two codes, they have different
names, but they come under the same category. The above two metrics fall under the same
category and measure the same purpose.
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4. Choosing the higher-order theme according to study – The codes are mapped according to their
study. We have created 8 categories and there is a need to create a high-level order theme in
order to reduce the problems and increase the relationships in the synthesis. Finally, we have
created 3-5 high order theme from the analyzed evidence. We even assess the answers we have
received to make sure the result that we achieve answer the research gap of the thesis. The result
of the Data Extraction and Synthesis is presented in the results section.

4.2.3

Quality Assessment by Rigor and Relevance
The quality assessment is completed by the after we receive the primary studies from
the snowball sampling. We assess the quality of the papers to make sure that the study has more
reliability on the identified metrics and the frameworks by applying rigor and relevance
assessment. We follow the guidelines presented by Ivarsson et al. [22]. By assessing the quality
of the primary studies using rigor and relevance assessment, we can improve the synthesis on
the selection of metrics from the primary studies as the research is more persuaded towards
industrial practitioners. The assessment results of rigor and relevance are presented at C. 1 and
D. 1.

4.2.3.1
•

•

•

4.2.3.2

Criteria for assessing the rigor of the primary studies
Context(C): If the context of the study is clear and understandable to the reader we consider its
as Strong Description and give a value of 1; If the context is described imprecisely and cannot
be compared to other papers we consider it as Medium description and give a value of 0.5; if
the context is totally missing in the study then we consider it a Weak description and give a
value of 0.
Design (D): If the study design matches precisely to the requirements, we consider it as Strong
Description; if the research method is described imprecisely and the study is assumed then the
study is considered as Medium Description; if the research method is completely absent or is
not understandable then, we consider the study as Weak Description.
Validity Threats (VT): If all the validity threats are considered in the study we consider it as
Strong Description; if only a few validity threats are considered then the study is considered as
Medium Description; if the study has not validity threats mentioned in the study then the study
is considered as Weak Description.
Criteria for assessing the relevance of the primary studies

•

Users or Subjects (U): If the subjects are used by the industry specialists then we assign a value
of 1. Otherwise, the subjects have prearranged a value of 0.

•

Research Method (RM): If the research method explains the concepts that are present in the
study (survey, experiment, case study, interview) then we assign a value of 1, otherwise we
assign a value of 0.

•

Scale(S): If the study is assigned with industrial applications then we assign a value of 1,
otherwise we assign a value of 0.

•

Context(C): If the study is conducted in an industrial manner then we assign a value of 1, if the
study is conducted in a non-industrial manner then we assign a value of 0.
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4.2.4

Threats to Validity of the Systematic Literature Review
We need to discuss the most important threats in our study on how we need to address
them based on the guidelines proposed by Wohlin et al. [19].

4.2.4.1

Internal Validity
There is always a major challenge in a study when we involve with research articles in
our snowball sampling. There is always an instinct whether to select an article or reject an
article. We have resolved this issue by taking regular updates and advises from our college
supervisor. With his experience in the field of software engineering, the risk of having internal
validities will gradually decrease and adds more accuracy to our snowball sampling results.
Furthermore, the internal validity is reduced by using the guidelines proposed by Wohlin [19].

4.2.4.2

External Validity
The study is always at risk of having insufficient evidence as we are performing SLR and
we do not want to miss any relevant data. The studies aim is to support Agile software
development with the use of metrics. The data should be in such a way that the practitioners and
researchers are able to understand the procedure. As most of the papers chosen in our study are
study papers with good rigor and relevance values, the outcome of the assessment is more to be
general and understandable.

4.3

Case Study

4.3.1

Method Selection
The commonly used methods in the field of software engineering are Case Study,
Experiment study, Survey [42]. These research methods are used to find empirical evidence in
order to fulfill the requirements of the research gap in our study. The reasons for this choice and
motivation is as follows:
Survey: Survey is defined as the selection of a large sample group of data from a data set or a
population and finding real-world observations which survey produces. The data is collected in
large amounts [43]. This study has state-of-the-art involved with its observations and derives its
conclusions based on the large data sample results and from its acceptance factors. In our study,
we do not involve large data set of people in our study as our study is involved with experienced
people and we do not portray any state-of-the-art practices in our study. Hence, the Survey is
not chosen in our study.
Experiment: Experiment study aims to have “measure the impact of manipulating one variable
on another in a controlled environment” [44]. The primary objective for the experiment is to
have measured the independent variables and dependent variables and they should not disturb
the environment or setup. In our study, we want to compare two methodologies and they do not
involve in any controlled based setting. Hence, the Experiment is eliminated in our study.
Case Study: Case Study is defined as “An empirical inquiry about a contemporary phenomenon
(e.g., a “case”), set within its real-world context—especially when the boundaries between
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phenomenon and context are not clear” [45]. A case study is the best method to choose because
our study explores the use of metrics in Agile software development in the real time scenario.
Our study requires field work in the organization as it is in collaboration with the industry and
gives results in the in-depth setting. The case study focuses on the specific phenomena that have
a specific focus in the research area or problem [46]. The main objectives that focus on the
development are well suited for our study as it a problem area that is pertaining to only one
organization making case study the best method. Therefore, Case Study is chosen as the research
method in our study.

4.3.2

Case Study Protocol

4.3.2.1

Case Description
Volvo Cars are one of the leading companies in manufacturing cars all around the globe.
Its recognition is all around Sweden as it’s the leading company in Sweden. Volvo Cars have
its offices located in Gothenburg, Olofstrom, and Skovde. Volvo Cars office located in Skovde
is selected as the case for our research. Volvo Cars are one of the companies who in the leading
position because of its internal departments started to approach a new way of approach.
Previously the company had plans of implementing Agile to its all its plants across Sweden and
successfully completed in doing so for its Gothenburg plant.
Skovde being the head plant for engine manufacturing was still using Traditional
methodologies and wanted to shift its plant to using Agile way of working to make sure its
deadlines meet on point. Skovde plant has recently started to implement agile practices in their
plant with an aim to provide faster results with customer satisfied products. The main aim of the
plant is to test whether using agile practices were results-oriented, quicker to the market and
increase in the team’s productivity and communications. Hence, our study at Volvo Cars,
Skovde was apt in relating the two models with metrics.
To analyze the impact of Agile compared to the non-Agile model, we have selected a
sample population of 8 persons from the measuring room who are part of the developing and
testing team. We have picked a total of 8 user stories from their complete project and assumed
these 8 user stories as a new project. There was data of time analysis from documentation of
previous projects in the organization. Based on this data and the help of developers at the
organization, we have made a work estimation for these 8 user stories. It was estimated that it
would take around 30 working days to complete all the 8 user stories. The difference of effort
required for each user story was insignificant and was considered to be equal. Each user story
is a separate engine and programs are to be developed to check the quality all the parts of that
engine.
We have divided this work into two equal parts i.e., 4 user stories each. These 4 user
stories had 30 tasks each. The team was also divided into 2 groups of 4 people each. It was made
sure that the average experience of developers of both these groups was similar. This was done
to make sure both teams had the same productivity.
One Team was following Agile practices and the other team was following Traditional
process. The work of the Agile team was planned into two sprints of 15 days each. Each sprint
of the Agile team consisted of 2 user stories. Both teams were given a deadline of 30 working
days and there was the availability of additional tasks for the team to take up if they are ahead
of their planned workflow in some instances. The additional work was not a complete user story
but were individual tasks which were similar to the tasks in the project. These additional tasks
are not always available but were occasionally coming to measuring room which also needs to
be completed apart from the project.
The Agile team used a customized Scrumban board that was designed to suit the
additional work input of the organization that needs to be completed. The Team following
Traditional process followed their standard documentation process. Data required to analyze
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several metrics that were selected from the literature studies were also collected from both the
teams.
After the completion of the deadline, the data collected by both the teams during this
test phase were analyzed to get the metric values. The values of these metrics derived from both
these collected data are visualized and compared.
4.3.2.2

Unit of Analysis
The unit of analysis in our study are the stakeholders of Volvo Cars who develop the
products using their agile way of manner. Table 5 demonstrates the stakeholders and their
responsibility [47].

Role
Production Manager

Supervisor/Scrum
Master

Developer

Gauge
Engineer/Product
Owner

Role Description
The Production Manager is responsible
for the overall project regarding the
strategy, directions of the projects and
its vision for further uses in Electric
lines, Petrol and Diesel Lines.
Supervisors are responsible for ensuring
the product backlog is ready for its
release and other iteration planning.

The developer uses the requirements
and develops software that stimulates
the Robotic Tools that check the quality
standards of Engine parts.
The Gauge Engineer is responsible to
send the requirements to the
Developers.

Role Responsibility
Responsible for the overall
project and delivery of the
Petrol and Diesel Car Engines
ensures everything is right on
track.
Responsible for standups,
meetups, and act as process
owners that are responsible to
get
feedback
from
the
developers on the deliveries of
the product and report to the
production manager.
Responsible for developing
programs that accurately check
the quality of the parts for
Diesel and Petrol car engines.
Responsible for delivering the
immediate requirements and
follows up the testing activities
with the developers.

Table 5 explaining the Unit of Analysis in the study.
4.3.2.3

Data Collection Methods
[46].

The data were collected by following the guidelines proposed by P. Runeson and M. Host

Primary Data Source
We have chosen Interviews as the primary data collection method in our study. There are
3 types of interviews namely Fully-Structured Interview, Semi-Structure Interview and
Unstructured Interviews [46]. We have chosen Semi-Structured Interview as the structure is
descriptive and exploratory, the questionnaire is a mix of open and close-ended questions and
understands the typical focus on how individual give qualitative and quantitative answers.
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Secondary Data Source
We have also used third-degree data technique i.e. we have used artefacts and standard
processed documents from Volvo Cars that relate to raw data and we have taken help from the
assisted employees who helped us in getting the data that they use right now using traditional
software development. We have only used them to get an insight into how Volvo Cars works in
real time and projects that are carried out at the organization. We have taken all the necessary
permissions and authorizations from our manager and supervisors to gain access to particular
documents.
Alternative methods for data collection:
The main alternative data collection methods that can be used for primary data sources
are Delphi Surveys and Observations [46].
Delphi Surveys: The delphi survey is a group facilitation technique that is used to collect
information in rounds and analyse them accordingly [105]. The delphi survey takes opinion
from the people participating. The delphi survey takes lot of time and is not very cost efficient
because these answers need to be checked thoroughly with the panellists [105]. Therefore,
delphi surveys were rejected in our study.
Observations: “Observations can be conducted in order to investigate how a certain task is
conducted by software engineers.” [46]. The main observations approach is to video record the
working of the software engineers and later analyse the recording [46]. This approach cannot
be done because while recording the engineers might feel insecure as they are filmed daily, and
it will be very much difficult for the researchers for analysing the data daily. Therefore,
observations method was rejected in our study.
4.3.2.3.1

Interviews

The Interviews were collected from the selected pool of participants to make sure we have
full knowledge about the perceptions of the practitioners to obtain qualitative data. Interviews
are first-degree collection methods as the author is in direct contact with the practitioners to
collect the data in real time. The interview-based collection method is important in case studies
because there is a physical presence of people working and dialogues are exchanged between
the researcher and the interviewed subject [46].
4.3.2.3.1.1 Interview Planning
Convenience sampling is a technique used to select people for interviews in software
organizations [46], we have asked the participants for their organization email id’s where an
invitation was sent out to the interviewees through the companies mailing system. The invitation
email consisted of the date, day and timings and the place of the interview, with an overview of
the introduction and the purpose of the meeting regarding the study. The invitation email was
sent to the participants with their consent and participants either accepted the invitation email
or replied us back with an alternative date according to the feasibility of the participant. The
participant(s) was again sent a re-invitation email according to updated date and time. The
interviews were placed in conference rooms with prior booking where there can be minimal
outside interference so that the participant(s) is not disturbed during the interview and the
receiver can hear properly and the recording is not affected with noise. The recording is started
only after seeking the participant's consent.
The interview was planned with the industry supervisor and as we have two phases of
interviews, we wanted to make sure that we capture the insights of the developers who are
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working on a project. Phase 1 was conducted before we have started the project as the
researchers wanted to understand to what level of understandability the developers have on agile
developmental methods. The Phase 2 of the interviews were conducted after we have completed
the desired prototype project with the use of agile to understand the observer’s understandability
on the adoption of agile and take their views on their experiences.
4.3.2.3.1.2 Selection of Participants
The list of people working as different roles in the industry is requested by us to find out
the total number of people who are working in a specific area. The roles selected for the
interviews are those, who can have a clear understanding of the output with experience in the
overall process. We used convenience sampling to select the participants of the interview to
overcome repetition based on the roles and other similarities. The participants were selected on
their basis of availability in the plant to conduct the interviews. The participants were selected
from all cultures and backgrounds to get a clear understanding and opinions from them; to clear
a better picture of the work being processed. We wanted to cover all the roles who are
responsible for the development of the product.
We contacted 12 participants overall who work in the department. Some of the
practitioners were unavailable for participation. Therefore, we interviewed 8 people from the
organization. Based on the guidelines presented by Rowley [48], for new practitioners based on
a good thumb-rule, there is a need for at least 6 to 8 interviews that last about an hour. We
interviewed 8 people because there can be an adequate figure from each of the role represented
by the organization.
4.3.2.3.1.3 Interview Design
The interviews were collectively made of a mix of open-ended and close-ended questions.
As our study is an exploratory study and follows semi-structured interview process, we wanted
to make sure that we have and get information, that has in-depth and has better quality
information when major points are answered by the employee [46]. The interview design has
been divided into 4 themes and the total time that an average interview lasted was 60 mins, this
was based on the guidelines from Runeson et al [46]. We have used the time glass model
approach for our interview questionnaire design and the time glass model consists and opens
with open-ended questions and narrows it down to specific questions and opens up again to
open-ended questions [46]. The interview design is designed in two phases of our study. Phase
1 is designed to gather information before the organization adopts agile and phase 2 presents
the results and ask researchers the questions related to agile specific and metric specific.
Figure 4 explains the interview design.
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Figure 4 explains the Interview design in our study
The four themes are explained as follows:
Introduction and General Questions: The first theme compromised of introduction with
researchers, asking them about their respective roles in the M.R departments and in the
organization, asking them about various roles they have played in the organization or in any
organization they have worked in their entire career. The importance of knowing how many
years of experience they have in developing the Volvo Cars Engines.
Traditional Project Specific Questions: The second theme explains the aspects of use by
the developers using traditional methods and their use in real-time developmental scenarios.
The theme explains specific questions related to problem-solving using heavyweight
methodologies, its problem-solving in large contexts. Prehensively asking them about their
knowledge on the Agile way of work to gain insights on how many of the members of the
organization have knowledge about the model and how requirements are prioritized when there
is a delay in the projects.
Agile Project Specific Questions: The third theme explains and takes their review,
experiences and how agile works in the organization. The follow-up questions from the theme
were about the problems they have faced during the transition phase and the factors that help
them in developing a process from end-to-end in Volvo Cars. The interviewees were asked on
their aspects of how they think agile can be improved according to their opinion. Further
questions were asked to the interviewees whether they wanted to add an opinion or open to any
discussions apart from the questions given.
Metric Specific Questions: The last theme in the interview was about the use of metrics in
the organization and asking questions. Here the evidence is captured in such a way that each
answer provides and extracts opinions of the interviewees. The use of metrics was used after
asking on what problems have emerged after the project has involved with metrics.
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4.3.2.3.1.4 Interview Questionnaire Formulation
The formulation of the interview questionnaire was done by the semi-structured interview
format and based on 2 parts:
Formulation of the questions based on the aspect of employees working at Volvo Cars: First
and foremost, based on retrospectives of agile and initial identification from the software
process documents, we look out for related work. The study and background should focus and
lay more aspects that yield answers from agile software development and software metrics
measurement. Therefore, to get the best results from the interview we needed to make sure that
our focus and aspects lay more on the employee satisfaction on the agile way of work, employee
willing to the new way form of work and performance of the agile method compared to its
counterpart traditional methods with the use of software metrics. We have chosen the time-glass
interview session as questions were formed in such a way that the case has a steady medium,
where we could take more insights from the developers of the organization. The case study
interview questionnaire is presented at E. 1.
Pilot Prototype of Questionnaire and Review from supervisor: We have made initial
questions and to make sure that we have the right and best questions for the interview. We need
to create effective questions because it can affect the results to differ if the researcher does not
understand the questions properly. The initial interview questionnaire was sent to the supervisor
for further insights on the interview questions. Later, we have received feedback from the
supervisor regarding the questions on the basis of his experience we have suitably made changes
to it. The questionnaire was on a constant change until the researchers and the supervisor came
to a conclusion on the set of interview questions. The language of the questionnaire was checked
thoroughly to make sure that the ambiguity of the questions is not lost. Moreover, the questions
were framed in such a way that all the interview participants can easily frame their answers.

4.3.2.3.1.5 Transcription
Every Monday after completing the interview with the interviewee, we would save the
audio files and all the interview recordings were stored in the audio format. To convert the audio
file format into the text format, we have used InqScribe software to convert the software from
audio to text format. All the interviews were tagged with a serial number. Every interview has
been transcribed by the end of the week by the two researchers. After transcription, all the
transcribed documents were shifted to the Microsoft Word for data analysis of the raw
transcribed data. The transcripts of the audio format were however not destroyed but saved as
a copy by both researchers in their computer systems and as a backup, they have uploaded the
audio files in the cloud server as a backup. The transcribing figure is presented in the
Appendices section at F. 1.
4.3.2.3.1.6 Post Interview
After we have finished the interview, we have thanked each and every interviewee
personally. We have later that day formally have sent an email thanking her/his effort to help us
in all ways. After all the interviews have been done, the researchers have sent a thank you mail
to the industry supervisor to thank his support in helping us provide the details of the
interviewees on choosing the right candidates for the interview process.
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4.3.2.3.2

Standard Process Documents / Artefacts

The researchers have collected by-products from the organization through researchers
[102]. By-products are information that is created by doing process work in the organization.
For example: In our thesis, the information is collected by asking the software developers their
work requests, the logs of the previous completed works [102].
Scrumban: Scrumban is a framework born as the newest hybrid approaches in the field of
software engineering [96]. Scrumban approaches the concept in software development that
infuses and motives a combined approached with the combination of Scrum and Kanban. The
framework uses both technological and methodological comparisons from its parent
methodologies [95,96]. Scrumban work context socializing is identified as one of the most
efficient frameworks to easily understand in this generation [94]. Scrumban optimizes the team
effort to increase the quality standards assumed in the start [95]. Figure 5 presents the
customized ScrumBan used at the organization.

Figure 5 presents the customized Scrumban board presenting Sprint Backlog

4.3.2.4

Data Analysis Method
The data analysis method is a process of evaluating the collected data, presenting and
demonstrating the data in such a way that we arrange the collected data and analyze them using
the logical and the analytical techniques used in the software engineering approach. However,
to make things possible we need to make sure that we need to follow a process of analyzing
according to A. Chakrabarti [80]. The author presents that incorporating data as a whole which
can be in the form of qualitative or quantitative must take make sure that the collected data
assists the researchers to analyze data in a systematic approach [80]. As mentioned above the
data collected in research studies are to be known as qualitative data or quantitative data. A
researcher can choose qualitative data or quantitative data for his study or both data types
depending on his study type [81]. Generally, qualitative data is defined in the form of
descriptions from questions, and pictures that are to be categorized for Quantitative analysis.
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On the other hand, quantitative describes data in the form of numerical presentations such as
histograms and scatter plots that are answered by statistics. In our research, we use both the data
analysis type to answers our research questions. The systematic literature review results are
analyzed by the use of qualitative data methods, whereas for the case study we use qualitative
and quantitate data methods. The data types used in the Case Study are Thematic Analysis and
Descriptive Statistics [46,81].
4.3.2.4.1

Thematic Analysis

There are 4 main approaches to use the thematic analysis and the one we have chosen is
recommend by Braun and Clarke [77]. The methodology of the thematic synthesis is as follows
and explained with Figure 6:

Figure 6 presents the approach for thematic analysis.
The thematic analysis is divided into 6 parts:
1. Familiarizing with the results – The first step in the study is to start understanding the collected
data and to make sure that we have a good understanding of the data, the researchers have made
sure that they have good transcription software’s of the data collected. Moreover, to make this
possible, the researchers have made sure that they recheck the collected data by repeated
readings before we move to the next section as Braun et al. [77] mentions that the first step is
the most important step because if we miss any important details in the collected study we might
deviate from the results that we want to achieve, and it might just alter the results and cause
irrelevant data to be produced. To prevent this from happening the researchers made sure that
they use good transcription software’s. Moreover, we have an added advantage in the study as
the researchers are 2 in number the data transcription is done by one researcher and the other
checks the thoroughly to find any mistakes in the transcribed document and vice-versa. The
time spent on the transcription was very important because the better understanding we have on
the data we have obtained; the transcribing facilitates eases ways for interpretation skills for
analyzing the data [77]. Once all the data is transcribed using the software, the researchers have
started marking all the important data from the answers of the interview participants. After this
step, the researchers start marking their highlighted information into codes i.e. meaning
presenting important information with data.
2. Generating initial codes – Coding the qualitative data is never easy when we have fundamental
elements in the raw data collected [77]. Initial codes can be generated by searching manually or
with the help of software application tools (CAQDAS) such as NVivo [84], MAXQDA [85]
and Atlas.ti [86]. Elsmore et al. [83] state that the manual and the computer-aided software’s
have their own advantages and disadvantages. We looked over the proceedings on how the
automated software’s would analyze and nonetheless we have opted to perform and cite the
codes manually to the collected data as we wanted to collect opinions from the interviewers and
collect information about software metrics, so we made sure that nothing goes wrong in the
process. Therefore, after careful consideration from both the researchers, we have decided that
we would perform the data analysis manually.
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After we have started familiarizing with the collected data, we will list each and every
possible code where crucial parts of the document are overlooked a bit to collect proper data
from the entire interview transcript. Now the highlighted data is now turned into codes by the
two researchers. Both researchers conduct the data analysis for the transcripts and exchange
each other analysis for further inspections. The researchers list the possible problems and
recheck them again by taking a look and referencing from the interview transcription. When the
conflicts came from both sides, further careful considerations were made to make sure that
research does not halt. When the researchers started generating the codes, the researchers have
only kept in mind that they will focus on these things first while in the coding phase: 1) to make
sure that the researchers code as much data as possible. 2) Mark as much as data for further
inspections if they don’t understand in the first round [21]. The initial codes are marked in the
results and analysis section.
3. Searching for themes – In the third phase, we have closely grouped the codes together with the
repetitive studies that are present in the second phase. We now start searching for common links
between the codes generated in the coding phase. This is phase presents how codes can be
categorized and have an essence of how they can form into themes [77]. Boyatzis et al. [87]
state that to achieve great themes the codes should be that they are complexly similar, and they
should be interconnected to a common goal, the codes were presented in the tabular form to
make sure there is absolute transparency during the search for themes. This was done
accordingly to answer the research questions. The codes were constantly compared with the
initial codes as the use of metrics in the study has made the comparison to make sure the analysis
process is effective in grouping the codes. This led to the formation of categories in the studies.
All the codes are related to the use of metrics, agile software development, traditional software
development.
4. Reviewing and refining the themes – In this phase, the set of themes are arranged into categories
with proper refinement. It will be clearly evident that the themes that we think have no base to
answer the broad scope of the study or either that do not have any common link to the initial
themes. As per the recommended guidelines by Braun and Clarke [77], there are two extraction
levels in this phase: Level one states the reviewing of coded data at level extraction, the level
two states a similar process but in related to the entire data set of the study. To make things
stronger in the study, we perform both the levels to make sure that the themes in the study have
a good ground base to back up things.
5. Defining and naming the themes – In this phase, the refined set of themes are defined and
initialized for labeling the data by checking the data iteratively by slowly revisiting the
categories [88]. The rechecking process was started right from the results of the case study from
the interview participants to make sure that we have transcribed correctly and labeled to its
proper theme. Braun [77] specifies that every theme presented in the study specifies and fits the
story that gives a broader research outcome to the study.
6. Producing the final themes – In this phase, the themes are presented and relate to the study that
is produced in the form of figures where a broader scope is achieved. The final themes are
presented in the Results and Analysis section.
4.3.2.4.2

Descriptive Statistics

The descriptive statistics are used to analyze the questions in the case study, secondary
data source and systematic literature review we use to collect data from i.e. from Scrumban.
The main reason to choose the descriptive statistics is that the descriptive statistics have the
provision to presents the results in the form of diagrams such as histograms and pie charts [89].
The statistical analysis is used here to collect the quantitative data based on the variables we
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have obtained from the study and from the population we choose from the interview participants
[90,91]. Our thesis study needs to present the quantitative results in a sensible manner to make
sure the audience understands the statistics. The thesis uses ratio scales to present the data.
Therefore, the measures of central tendency are used to present the respondent answers in the
data set [92].
4.3.2.4.3

Alternative methods for Data Analysis

There are several methods to analyze quantitative data and qualitative data. The most
common method used in qualitative measures is Narrative Synthesis [93]. The narrative
synthesis lacks transparency, the study cannot have many variants and there is lack of many
procedures and standards to analyze the study. The study is mainly dependent on the prejudices
of the reviewer, the main reason we haven’t chosen the narrative analysis is that it is reviewer
dependent and the reviewers being a novice in the analysis study need more structural formats
to understand in analyzing the data. Therefore, lacking transparency we rejected narrative
synthesis and accepted thematic synthesis as it presents and gives transparency to the
researchers with many standard procedures [77].
4.3.2.5

Threats to Validity of the Case Study
Robert et al. [78] have stated that validity means a goal that is to be proven in a study. A
validity threat means that in a specific way we might be wrong in the study. Every study that is
subjected to results has threats to answer in order to get good results. The right measures always
subjected to various validity threats of the study. To validate a good study, the main approaches
to carefully address these threats are: Construct Validity, Internal Validity, External Validity
and Conclusion Validity / Reliability.

4.3.2.5.1

Construct Validity

The Construct validity answers to what extent the measures are taken, and what measures
are implemented to represent the concepts that are studied; keeping in mind that we should
answer the research questions [78]. By taking the following measures we have contained and
mitigated this threat successfully:
Characterization of Phenomena in a good way: There is always a threat when we try to collect
accurate results from the study using standard processes for appropriately selected metrics. We
can collect the data using a different analysis method to describe the study. One of the major
analysis methods to describe the study is Narrative Analysis [93]. We could have presented the
flow better by using narrative synthesis in the study as the process flow measurement system
could represent the studied problem with good mechanisms processes. We have rejected
narrative synthesis as it could make the researchers study a threat and it has been discussed in
4.3.2.4.3. The risk is mitigated as we the researchers have chosen Thematic synthesis in the
study as it presents and narrows down the study into collective findings just what the study
requires. The second advantage compared to other analysis is that it provides flexible procedures
and it is very much helping researchers who are a novice in data analyzing, and it copes very
well with diverse evidence types [21]. Further information as to why we have chosen thematic
analysis is presented at 4.3.2.4.1.
Interviewee Selection: It can always be a major threat when we select interviewees as there can
be the biased selection for the data collection i.e. collecting information from the interviews. As
mentioned above, we have taken complete measures and made a pool of participants to choose
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from. We have obtained this list with the help of our external supervisor who has made sure that
all the representatives are covered in the list and keep in mind that we have selected the
candidates ranging from supervisor to developers who are working on the project. Therefore,
we have taken enough measures to ensure that there is diversity amongst the selected people of
participants.
Garbling of Interview Questions: One of the major threats that can make sure that construct
validity can be a problem to us is that, the garbling of the interview questions by the interviewers
which might reach to end where we collect un-related data from the study. The risk is mitigated
by asking bits of advice from the industry supervisor and academic supervisor. The industry
supervisor has helped us by getting us a clear understanding, at what sequential order study we
should perform in order to reform and reframe our interview questionnaire. Our academia
supervisor has helped us identify the possible adjustments that remove conflicts and adjust them
to the context of the study. To remove this problem, our academia supervisor has made sure that
the researchers send prior information to the interviewees before we propose the questions to
them.
4.3.2.5.2

Internal Validity

The internal validity of the study is examined on how the conclusions are drawn from the
collected study. The internal validity focuses on how and what the cause did to the study can
actually cause an outcome to it. It measures the factors that we do not have control over nor it
can be measured properly [19,78].
Collection of Poor data from the Literature study: There is a possibility that irrelevant metrics
collected if the sample papers of the initial study are poor. Even if the papers are carefully
selected to avoid this, there is the possibility of occurrence of a couple of irrelevant metrics in
some papers and these papers cannot be removed from the study as they may contain other
relevant metrics. To mitigate this, papers are carefully selected while snowball sampling and
any that managed to lurk into the collected metrics irrelevant to the case study in the
organization are filtered out during thematic analysis.
Determining False conclusions from the data analysis: There is a possibility that a poor set of
data might be occurring in our study, resulting in a low-level and incorrect data in the study
making the whole thesis to be a failure. To mitigate the particular threat, we have discussed the
results of the analysis with the academia professor and industry practitioners to give further
insights into the results we have received. Such support coming from both ends, it has made
the researchers feel safe as an extra pair of eyes has enabled them to rectify and correct the data
analysis rapidly. Furthermore, to remove the maximum number of obstacles while developing,
we have performed the data collection and data analysis simultaneously as this validity is
considered to be as one of the main validities to look after by the recommendations of Morse
[79].
4.3.2.5.3

External Validity

External validity is validated and concerned about, to what extent can we generalize the findings
in the thesis study [79]. The external validity tries to get an insight into findings from other
cases. It tries to statistically present results from the represented sample and the intention is to
make sure that there are common characteristics between studies.
Volvo Cars as the only company: The threat can be a prone to the thesis as this study is
conducted only in 1 organization, thus making it very much difficult for the researchers to
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generalize things on a broader perspective note. We cannot establish any contact with other
organizations or companies as the researchers have signed a Non-Disclosure agreement with
the Volvo Cars organization. To mitigate this threat in our study, we have made sure that the
risk of the generalization and the context of the study is well within the reach. The study is
conducted, and each subject is clearly explained in detail to avoid external validity. The aided
generalized results were made possible to match it within internal requirements that are given
within Volvo Cars possessing similar results of context.
4.3.2.5.4

Conclusion Validity / Reliability

Conclusion Validity / Reliability focuses on to what extent the data and its analysis are related
to the study right from its beginning. The data shows to what extent the researcher's bias has
made a difference in the study [78,79]. The validity state states that hypothetically if the
research is done again by other researchers the result should be the same if it is done in the same
context [79].
Data Interpretation: The possibility of having a threat in conclusion/reliability validity threat is
extensively plausible. The outcome of the thesis can be seriously affected by the researchers if
they don’t do it in the right way. The risk has been mitigated in the study by collecting the data
from all sides of sources to make sure that the researchers do not take a risk to miss any literature
evidence or information from collective data of interviews. Multiple sources of evidence were
used to collect information for a literature review study as we needed to collect as much
information and as many metrics as possible from the paper. Apart from standard process
documents we have conducted interviews in the company to capture the insights of the people
who are working in the company by asking them interview questions. Each interview taken in
the company has been recorded by the researchers and they are validated to ensure that the
reliability of the data is always ensured. Therefore, having utilized more than one study in the
research it advantages to say that the researchers have not missed any part and have stayed on
course by following the guidelines of systematic literature review and guidelines for the
reporting and conducting of the case study. However, to make study reliable and repeatable the
study protocols were designed in such a way that they are reliable and clearly understandable
for other researchers to understand the contexts.
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5

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this chapter, we present the results and its analysis obtain from Chapter 3 i.e. from the
Systematic Literature review and the Case Study. This chapter tries to answer the research
questions 1 and 2.

5.1

Results and Analysis of Systematic Literature Review

5.1.1

Snowball Sampling

5.1.1.1

Start Set Papers for the Study
We have performed a database search for the start set papers and from the specific search
string, we have found 442 literature papers that are related to the study. Out of the 442 literature
results, we have removed 365 literature papers based on the Title of the papers and have only
selected 77 of the papers that relevant to the study. Out of the 77 selected papers, we have
selected only 19 start set papers that reflect and match exactly according to our study, after
thoroughly checking the abstract and if required the full text of papers and removed 59 papers
out of the study. The start set articles are as follows.

Paper ID
Start Set Papers for the Study
P1
Wnuk, Krzysztof, and Kalyan Chakravarthy Maddila. "Agile and lean metrics
associated with requirements engineering." Proceedings of the 27th International
Workshop on Software Measurement and 12th International Conference on Software
Process and Product Measurement. ACM, 2017.
P2
Usman, Muhammad, et al. "Effort estimate in agile software development: a systematic
literature review." Proceedings of the 10th International Conference on Predictive
Models in Software Engineering. ACM, 2014.
P3
Petersen, Kai, and Claes Wohlin. "Measuring the flow in lean software
development." Software: Practice and experience 41.9 (2011): 975-996.
P4
Bumbary, Karen M. "Using velocity, acceleration, and jerk to manage agile schedule
risk." Information Systems Engineering (ICISE), 2016 International Conference on.
IEEE, 2016.
P5
Stapel, Kai, et al. "FLOW mapping: planning and managing communication in
distributed teams." Global Software Engineering (ICGSE), 2011 6th IEEE
International Conference on
P6
Meding, Wilhelm. "Effective monitoring of progress of agile software development
teams in modern software companies: an industrial case study." Proceedings of the
27th International Workshop on Software Measurement and 12th International
Conference on Software Process and Product Measurement. ACM, 2017.
P7
Kunz, Martin, Reiner R. Dumke, and Andreas Schmietendorf. "How to measure agile
software development." Software Process and Product Measurement. Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg, 2008. 95-101.
P8
Estevam, A., Dennehy, D., & Conboy, K. (2017, October). Adopting flow analytics in
software development projects. In Proceedings of the 27th International Workshop on
Software Measurement and 12th International Conference on Software Process and
Product Measurement (pp. 50-53). ACM.
P9
Scott, Ezequiel, and Dietmar Pfahl. "Exploring the Individual Project Progress of
Scrum Software Developers." International Conference on Product-Focused Software
Process Improvement. Springer, Cham, 2017.
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P10

Olszewska, Marta, et al. "Quantitatively measuring a large-scale agile
transformation." Journal of Systems and Software 117 (2016): 258-273.
Shah, Syed Muhammad Ali, Efi Papatheocharous, and Jaana Nyfjord. "Measuring
productivity in agile software development process: a scoping study." Proceedings of
the 2015 International Conference on Software and System Process. ACM, 2015.
Kupiainen, Eetu, Mika V. Mäntylä, and Juha Itkonen. "Using metrics in Agile and
Lean Software Development–A systematic literature review of industrial
studies." Information and Software Technology 62 (2015): 143-163.
Staron, Miroslaw, and Wilhelm Meding. "Monitoring bottlenecks in agile and lean
software development projects–a method and its industrial use." International
Conference on Product Focused Software Process Improvement. Springer, Berlin,
Heidelberg, 2011.
Padmini, KV Jeeva, HMN Dilum Bandara, and Indika Perera. "Use of software metrics
in agile software development process." Moratuwa Engineering Research Conference
(MERCon), 2015. IEEE, 2015.
Mukker, Amrita Raj, Latika Singh, and Anil Kumar Mishra. "Systematic review of
metrics in software agile projects." Compusoft 3.2 (2014): 533.
Ji, Feng, and Todd Sedano. "Comparing extreme programming and Waterfall project
results." Software Engineering Education and Training (CSEE&T), 2011 24th IEEECS Conference on. IEEE, 2011.
Korhonen, Kirsi. "Evaluating the impact of an agile transformation: a longitudinal case
study in a distributed context." Software Quality Journal 21.4 (2013): 599-624.
Heidenberg, Jeanette, et al. "A metrics model to measure the impact of an agile
transformation in large software development organizations." International Conference
on Agile Software Development. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2013.
Hohl, Philipp, et al. "Real-life challenges on agile software product lines in
automotive." International Conference on Product-Focused Software Process
Improvement. Springer, Cham, 2017.

P11
P12
P13

P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19

Table 6 presenting the Start set papers
5.1.1.2

First Iteration of Snowball Sampling

5.1.1.2.1

First Iteration of Backward Snowballing

Our first iteration with the start set, we referred to 472 literature review articles using
the backward snowballing. Out of the 472 referred references, we have listed that there are many
articles that have only scrum; only agile or only metrics. We were evaluating all the papers and
wanted to make sure we find all the literature that is related to the study and we have found out
that there are 8 articles that are relevant to the study out of the 472 articles. The 464 articles we
removed on the basis of reading the name, text of the articles. Next step for further processing
was to remove through reading the abstracts and reading the full texts. The last step for the
selection of the articles is that, we have followed and applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria
to make sure that all the articles are in English language text and do not repeat. We have
considered these results only after getting our reviews from the university professor. The results
of the first iteration of backward snowballing are as follows:
Paper ID
P20

First Iteration Backward Snowballing Results
Agarwal, Monika, and Rana Majumdar. "Tracking scrum projects tools, metrics and
myths about agile." Int J Emerg Technol Adv Eng 2 (2012): 97-104
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P21
P22
P23
P24
P25
P26
P27

Downey, Scott, and Jeff Sutherland. "Scrum metrics for hyperproductive teams: how
they fly like fighter aircraft." System Sciences (HICSS), 2013 46th Hawaii International
Conference on. IEEE, 2013.
Oza, Nilay, and Mikko Korkala. "Lessons Learned In Implementing Agile Software
Development Metrics." UKAIS. 2012.
Gustafsson, Johan. "Model of Agile software measurement: A case study." (2011).
Kunz, Martin, Reiner R. Dumke, and Niko Zenker. "Software metrics for agile software
development." Software Engineering, 2008. ASWEC 2008. 19th Australian Conference
on . IEEE, 2008.
Aktunc, Ozgur. "Entropy metrics for agile development processes." Software Reliability
Engineering Workshops (ISSREW), 2012 IEEE 23rd International Symposium on. IEEE,
2012.
Heimann, David, Peter Hennessey, and Ashok Tripathi. "A Bipartite Empirically
Oriented Metrics Process for Agile Software Development." Software Quality
Professional 9.2 (2007): 36.
Laanti, Maarit, Outi Salo, and Pekka Abrahamsson. "Agile methods rapidly replacing
traditional methods at Nokia: A survey of opinions on agile transformation." Information
and Software Technology 53.3 (2011): 276-290.
Table 7 presenting the First Iteration Backward Snowballing Result

5.1.1.2.2

First Iteration of Forward Snowballing

Our first iteration with the start set, we referred to a total of 421 literature review articles
using the forward snowballing. We have found 8 articles that are relevant to the study and we
have accepted these results only after approaching our university supervisor has given a positive
review on the results. We have taken his review because to make sure that we tend to not lose
any important paper. In this iteration, we were getting and identifying results and we have
accepted only those which obey the requirements of inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
remaining 414 articles were removed by the basis of reading the name of the file, text names,
reading the abstracts of papers and after that finally reading the full text of the articles to get full
information. The results of the first iteration of forward snowballing are as follows:
Paper ID
P28
P29
P30
P31
P32
P33
P34

First Iteration Forward Snowballing Results
Kupiainen, Eetu, Mika V. Mäntylä, and Juha Itkonen. "Why are industrial agile teams
using metrics and how do they use them?." Proceedings of the 5th International
Workshop on Emerging Trends in Software Metrics. ACM, 2014.
Olszewska, Marta, et al. "Did it actually go this well? A Large-Scale Case Study on an
Agile Transformation."
Katikireddy, Naga Durga Leela Praveera, and Nidhi Veereddy. "LeAgile Measurement
and Metrics: A Systematic Literature Review and Case Study."
Maddila, Kalyan Chakravarthy. "Potential metrics for Agile and Lean: Systematic
Literature Review and Survey."
Barata, João, and Sharon Coyle. "Developing Socially-Constructed Quality Metrics in
Agile: A Multi-Faceted Perspective."
BREZOČNIK, LUCIJA, and ČRTOMIR MAJER. "Product Evaluation Through
Contractor and In-House Metrics." Fifth Workshop on Software Quality Analysis,
Monitoring, Improvement, and Applications SQAMIA 2016. 2016.
Bajwa, Jagpuneet Kaur. "Metrics of Scrum Methodology." International Journal of
Computer Applications 149.2 (2016).
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P35

Capodieci, Antonio, Luca Mainetti, and Luigi Manco. "A Case Study to Enable and
Monitor Real IT Companies Migrating from Waterfall to Agile." International
Conference on Computational Science and Its Applications. Springer, Cham, 2014.
Table 8 presenting the First Iteration Forward Snowballing Result

5.1.1.3

Second Iteration of Snowballing

5.1.1.3.1

Second Iteration of Backward Snowballing

In the second iteration, we take the first iteration results and we have referred to a total
of 616 reference articles. Out of the 616 referred references, we have listed that there are many
articles that have are duplicate and some of them have no full text. We were evaluating all the
papers and wanted to make sure we find all the literature that is related to the study and we have
found out that there are 20 articles that are relevant to the study out of the 616 articles from the
first iteration. The 596 articles we removed on the basis of reading the name, text of the articles.
Next step for further processing was to remove through reading the abstracts and reading the
full texts. The last step for the selection of the articles is that we have followed and applied the
inclusion and exclusion criteria to make sure that all the articles are in English language text
and do not repeat. The results of the first iteration of backward snowballing are as follows:
Paper ID
P36
P37
P38
P39
P40
P41
P42
P43
P44
P45
P46

P47
P48

Second Iteration Backward Snowballing Results
Dubinsky, Yael, et al. "Agile metrics at the israeli air force." Agile Conference, 2005.
Proceedings. IEEE, 2005.
Mahnic, V., and N. Zabkar. "Measuring progress of scrum-based software
projects." Elektronika ir elektrotechnika 18.8 (2012): 73-76.
Hartmann, Deborah, and Robin Dymond. "Appropriate agile measurement: using
metrics and diagnostics to deliver business value." Agile Conference, 2006. IEEE, 2006.
dos Santos, Paulo Sérgio Medeiros, et al. "Visualizing and managing technical debt in
agile development: An experience report." International Conference on Agile Software
Development. Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2013.
Janus, André, et al. "The 3c approach for agile quality assurance." Proceedings of the
3rd International Workshop on Emerging Trends in Software Metrics. IEEE Press, 2012.
Beck, Kent, et al. "Manifesto for agile software development." (2001): 2006.
Kulas, Hanna. Product metrics in agile software development. MS thesis. 2012.
Facchi, Christian, Peter Trapp, and Jochen Wessel. "Enhancing Continuous Integration
by Metrics and Performance Criteria in a SCRUM Based Process."
Hayes, Will, et al. Agile metrics: Progress monitoring of agile contractors. No.
CMU/SEI-2013-TN-029. Carnegie-mellon univ pittsburgh pa software engineering inst,
2014.
Javdani, Taghi, et al. "On the current measurement practices in agile software
development." arXiv preprint arXiv: 1301.5964(2013).
Olague, H. M., Etzkorn, L. H., Messimer, S. L., & Delugach, H. S. (2008). An empirical
validation of object‐oriented class complexity metrics and their ability to predict error‐
prone classes in highly iterative, or agile, software: a case study. Journal of software
maintenance and evolution: Research and practice, 20(3), 171-197.
Sato, Danilo, et al. "Experiences tracking agile projects: an empirical study." Journal of
the Brazilian Computer Society 12.3 (2006): 45-64.(FROM PAPER 4 BS)
Bartels, Rodrigo A., Jose Rodriguez, and Marcelo Jenkins. "Implementing software
metrics in an agile organization: a case study." COMPEDES09: II Congreso
Computación para el Desarrollo. 2009.
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P49

Concas, Giulio, et al. "An empirical study of software metrics for assessing the phases
of an agile project." International Journal of Software Engineering and Knowledge
Engineering 22.04 (2012): 525-548.
Awad, M. A. "A comparison between agile and traditional software development
methodologies." University of Western Australia (2005).
Benefield, Gabrielle. "Rolling out agile in a large enterprise." Hawaii international
conference on system sciences, proceedings of the 41st annual. IEEE, 2008.

P50
P51

Table 9 presenting the Second Iteration Backward Snowballing Result

5.1.1.3.2

Second Iteration of Forward Snowballing

In the second iteration of the forward snowballing, we have referred to 288 reference
articles that are relevant to the study from the above first iteration results. We have found 3
articles that are relevant to the study and we have accepted these results only after approaching
our university supervisor has given a positive review on the results. We have taken his review
because to make sure that we tend to not lose any important papers. In this iteration, we were
getting and identifying results and we have accepted only those which obey the requirements of
inclusion and exclusion criteria. The remaining 285 articles were removed by the basis of
reading the name of the file, text names, reading the abstracts of papers and after that finally
reading the full text of the articles to get full information. The results of the second iteration of
forward snowballing are as follows:
Paper ID
P52
P53

Second Iteration Backward Snowballing Results
Kruis, Sander. "Designing a metrics model for DevOps at Philips IT." (2014).
Coyle, Sharon, and João Barata. "Socially-Constructed Metrics for Agile Quality: An
Action-Research Study." (2016).
Table 10 presenting the Second Iteration Forward Snowballing Result

5.1.1.4

Third Iteration of Snowball Sampling

5.1.1.4.1

Third Iteration of Backward Snowball Sampling

In the third iteration of the backward snowballing, we take the second iteration results
and we have referred to a total of 616 reference articles. Out of the 632 referred references, we
have listed that there are many articles that have are duplicate and some of them have no full
text. We were evaluating all the papers and wanted to make sure we find all the literature that
is related to the study and we have found out that there are 2 papers that are relevant to the study
out of the 632 articles from the second iteration. The 630 articles we removed on the basis of
reading the name, text of the articles. Next step for further processing was to remove through
reading the abstracts and reading the full texts. The last step for the selection of the articles is
that we have followed and applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria to make sure that all the
articles are in English language text and do not repeat. We have removed the 2 papers because
they did pass through the inclusion and exclusion criteria but 1 had no full text while the other
a repetitive study. Therefore, there was no further study for the third iteration in backward
snowballing.
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5.1.1.4.2

Third Iteration of Forward Snowball Sampling

In the third iteration of the forward snowballing, we have referred to 3510 reference
articles that are relevant to the study from the first iteration results. We have found 2 articles
that are relevant to the study. As the number of iterations increases, we find many duplicates in
the literature review results. In this iteration, we were getting and identifying results and we
have accepted only those which obey the requirements of inclusion and exclusion criteria. The
remaining 3507 articles were removed by the basis of reading the name of the file, text names,
reading the abstracts of papers and after that finally reading the full text of the articles to get full
information. The results of the third iteration of forward snowballing are as follows:
Paper ID
P54
P55

Third Iteration Forward Snowballing Results
Gregory, Peggy, et al. "From Performance to Value: Measuring in Agile." (2015).
Hajjdiab, Hassan, and Al Shaima Taleb. "Adopting agile software development: issues
and challenges." International Journal of Managing Value and Supply Chains
(IJMVSC) 2.3 (2011): 1-10.
Table 11 presenting the Third Iteration Forward Snowballing Result

5.1.1.5

Fourth Iteration of Snowball Sampling

5.1.1.5.1

Fourth Iteration of Backward Snowball Sampling

In the fourth iteration of backward snowball sampling, we referred the 2 citations that we
have found in the forward snowballing. We have referred to 27 references from the 2 papers
and as we see most of the references are duplicates and the results come to an end as we have
not found any results during the backward snowballing process. All the 27 references are
removed as they do not succeed in the inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study.
5.1.1.5.2

Fourth Iteration of Forward Snowball Sampling

In the fourth iteration of the forward Snowballing, we have referred to 33 references from
the 2 papers we have found from the third iteration result. We have found 1 new paper and this
paper has been checked thoroughly. The remaining 21 references fail to get included in the study
because they are excluded on the basis of abstract, full texts, title name and so on. The result of
the fourth iteration of forward snowballing is as follows:
Paper ID
P56

Fourth Iteration Backward Snowballing Results
Almeida, Fernando. "Challenges in Migration from Waterfall to Agile
Environments." World Journal of Computer Application and Technology 5.3 (2017): 3949.
Table 12 presenting the Fourth Iteration Backward Snowballing Result

5.1.1.6
5.1.1.6.1

Fifth Iteration of Snowball Sampling
Fifth Iteration of Backward Snowball Sampling
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In the fifth iteration of the backward snowball sampling, we have referred a total of 44
references for the last paper that we have found in the fourth iteration. We have not found any
new papers from this iteration. We have removed all the 44 references because all the references
that are in the paper have been rejected on the basis of the title text, their abstract and their full
texts. All the papers that are selected go through the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Because
we do not have any new papers, the study for backward snowballing ends here.
5.1.1.6.2

Fifth Iteration of Forward Snowball Sampling

In the fifth iteration of the forward snowball sampling, we cannot refer to any further
references as they are no citations to that article. Moreover, there are no further papers to iterate
in both backward and forward Snowballing. With this iteration, we formally end the
snowballing process of the study.

5.1.2

Classification of the Selected Studies
The total number of iterations from the systematic literature review is 5. We have
identified 56 papers that are most relevant to our study. We have identified these literature
papers from 2000 to 2018. Table 13 gives a brief indication of the years the papers have been
published. The reason we have started our search of literature from 2001 is that agile manifesto
has started in 2001 and we have started our literature review search from that year. The list of
primary studies is presented in the Appendix section. The classification of the selected studies
is based on the data extraction template we get from the systematic literature review. The
classification of the papers is done based on the categories chosen and the methods they have
used in the studies, the years they have been published on. The use of classifying the studies is
suggested by Runeson et al. [46]. Table 13 presents the classification of the literature study.

Paper ID
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14
P15
P16
P17
P18
P19
P20
P21
P22

Year Published
2017
2014
2011
2016
2011
2017
2008
2017
2017
2016
2015
2015
2011
2015
2014
2011
2013
2013
2017
2012
2014
2014

Category
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Journal
Conference
Journal
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Research Method
Literature Review
Literature review
Case Study
Model
Model
Framework
Framework
Case Study
Survey
Model
Interview
Survey
Framework
Framework
Framework
Model
Case Study
Model
Case Study
Framework
Model
Case Study

P23

2017

Journal

P24

2015

Journal

P25
P26
P27
P28
P29
P30
P31
P32
P33
P34
P35
P36
P37
P38
P39
P40
P41
P42
P43
P44
P45
P46
P47
P48
P49
P50
P51
P52
P53

2013
2012
2011
2008
2016
2016
2016
2012
2007
2014
2011
2005
2012
2006
2013
2012
2001
2012
2010
2014
2013
2008
2006
2009
2012
2005
2008
2014
2016

Conference
Journal
Journal
Conference
Journal
Journal
Journal
Conference
Journal
Conference
Journal
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Conference
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Journal
Conference
Journal
Journal
Conference
Journal
Journal

P54
P55
P56

2015
2011
2017

Conference
Journal
Journal

Literature review,
Case Study
Literature review,
Survey
Model
Framework
Case Study
Framework
Model
Framework
Framework
Survey
Literature review
Case Study
Survey
Model
Framework
Framework
Case Study
Literature review
Model
Framework
Framework
Model
Survey
Case Study
Model
Framework
Framework
Model
Case Study
Model
Action Research
Study
Model
Model
Framework

Table 13 presenting the results from data extraction template
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Figure 7 representing the articles found per year through Literature study

5.1.3

Results and Analysis of Metrics

5.1.3.1

Results from Primary study
The collection of metrics was performed over in 5 stages. The five stages are as follows:
In Stage 1, Metrics are collected from the reviewed literature.
In Stage 2, The collected metrics are analyzed for any repetitive metrics and duplicates are
removed. After removal of duplicates, each metric is given its unique serial number with the
prefix ‘M’.
In Stage 3, The metrics are filtered into several categories based on the type and use of metrics
as it would make it easier to pick metrics from specific categories based on the type of project.
In Stage 4, The Categories of metrics are filtered based on the relevancy to our current scenario
at the organization.
In Stage 5, From the selected categories, the metrics that are enough and most relevant to our
measurement goals are selected.
Stage 1 explains the metrics found in the literature review. The initial search was done
with researchers finding 591 metrics from the 56 primary study papers. The list of primary study
is presented at A. 1.
Stage 2 describes and presents the total number of metrics after removing duplicates. The
Stage 2 metrics table is presented in the Appendices section at G. 1. The total number of metrics
found after removing the duplicates is 363.
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Stage 3 about the categories created and we have filtered our metrics into 9 different
categories. It is not mandatory to use all the categories of metrics for the measurement in Agile
or any other model rather based on the type of project one is dealing with and the measurement
goals. One can pick one or more categories from Table 24 and further select only required
metrics form their selected categories based on their specific measurement goals.
Category 1: In this category metrics that are related to the flow of the project are filtered.

Category
1
(Process Flow
Metrics)

M79, M80, M133, M134, M176, M296, M248, M249, M250, M355, M16,
M111.
Table 14 presenting Process flow metrics

Category 2: In this category, metrics that are based on internal quality attributes of the code
such as complexity, size, cohesion, etc., are filtered.

Category
(Code
Metrics)

2

M7, M13, M24, M21, M31, M61, M62, M63, M68, M49, M50, M47,
M48, M51, M52, M54, M56, M57, M69, M86, M89, M109, M110, M360,
M357, M361, M125, M329, M330, M155, M166, M172, M173, M174,
M175, M151, M306, M148, M154, M193, M194, M143, M144, M160,
M161, M204, M205, M206, M179, M180, M181, M182, M183, M184,
M185, M190, M191, M197, M189, M242, M356, M226, M210, M278,
M212, M267, M165, M157, M70, M215, M216, M334, M302, M230,
M231, M339, M340, M253, M254, M20, M314, M315, M316, M313,
M19, M291, M292, M293, M146, M335, M286, M319, M285, M262,
M263, M265, M17, M156, M287, M58.
Table 15 presenting the code metrics

Category 3: In this category metrics that give information regarding the entities of the project
such as a number of user stories, the effort required, backlogs, etc., which are independent
measures that do not depend on other measures are filtered.

Category
(Project
Metrics)

3

M8, M23, M18, M27, M29, M30, M132, M138, M343, M213, M209,
M220, M152, M341, M208, M211, M207, M240, M241, M320, M232,
M337, M338, M332, M328, M252, M294, M295, M188, M269, M342,
M260, M261, M229, M228, M227, M259, M237, M130, M270, M271,
M12, M222, M223, M137, M59, M87, M323, M219, M259,
M116, M141.
Table 16 presenting the project metrics

Category 4: The metrics that give information about the productivity of such as code written in
unit time or per person are filtered in this category.

Category
4
(Code
Productivity
Metrics)

M33, M34, M167, M168, M169, M170, M244, M120, M256, M198,
M303.
Table 17 presenting the code productivity metrics
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Category 5: In this category metrics that can calculate project progress such as velocity is
filtered. These metrics majorly depend upon the Category 3 of metrics.

Category
5
(Project
Progress/
Productivity
metrics)

M2, M3, M4, M5, M6, M9, M10, M11, M14, M25, M22, M28, M44, M65,
M84, M245, M246, M40, M85, M139, M140, M142, M349, M350, M351,
M352, M162, M163, M288, M289, M290, M147, M177, M233, M234,
M201, M335, M354, M243, M321, M322, M276, M153, M118, M119,
M117, M195, M362, M326, M344, M281, M282, M284, M273, M363,
M297, M298, M299, M300, M301, M359, M274, M275, M255, M36,
M37, M38, M39, M218, M83, M126, M264, M272, M107, M239,
M113, M108, M66, M317, M318, M178, M325, M324, M347, M348,
M136, M145.
Table 18 presents the project progress/productivity metrics

Category 6: Metrics that relate to measuring business value, cost and budgets of the software
project are filtered into this category.

Category
(Business
Related
metrics)

6

M72, M73, M74, M75, M76, M77, M45, M41, M42, M43, M345, M346,
M186, M187, M114, M115, M15, M331, M158, M305, M268, M327,
M150.
Table 19 presents the business-related metrics

Category 7: Metrics that give information about the bottlenecks in the process flow of the
project, bugs in the product and other defect measurements are filtered into this category.

Category
7
(Bottleneck
and defects
Metrics)

M1, M26, M32, M35, M91, M92, M93, M94, M95, M96, M97, M98,
M99, M100, M101, M102, M103, M104, M105, M106, M90, M81,
M123, M124, M127, M128, M129, M199, M200, M78, M221, M202,
M235, M203, M225, M238, M311, M312, M46, M333, M171, M159,
M217, M280, M307, M308, M88, M192.
Table 20 presenting the bottleneck and defects metrics

Category 8: Metrics that were irrelevant to our project are filtered into this category.

Category
8
(Irrelevant
Metrics)

M71, M236, M159, M164, M196, M304, M131, M135, M60, M358,
M64, M279, M257, M258, M336, M310, M251, M53, M55, M82.
Table 21 presents the irrelevant metrics

Category 9: Metrics that give information regarding the team health with respect to their
satisfaction and willingness to work in the current environment are filtered into this category.

Category
9
(Employee
Related
Metrics)

M67, M121, M122, M247, M283, M277, M112, M266, M224, M309.

Table 22 presenting employee metrics
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In Stage 4, the following categories are filtered from the categories list because in the
current scenario the developers are working on writing programs to mechanical testing tools
that check the quality standards of the engines produced. Our main aim is to study the impact
of agile over traditional. So, we do not need the metrics that measure the internal quality
attributes of the code for the project we are currently working on. There was no requirement for
the code to meet different quality attributes like size, performance, etc., as long as the code
performs the required functions correctly. The tasks in the project were never considered to be
completed unless they performed the required actions correctly. Hence the code metrics are
filtered out from the selected categories. The refined categories of metrics are as follows.

Category of metric
Category 1(Process Flow Metrics)
Category 3(Project Metrics)
Category
5(Project
Progress/Productivity
Metrics)
Category 7(Bottle Neck Metrics)
Category 9(Employee Related Metrics)

Number of metrics
12
51
87
48
10

Table 23 presents the filtered metrics

The total metrics are characterized in Table 24 for further insights.

Category of metric
Category 1 (Process Flow Metrics)
Category 2 (Code Metrics)
Category 3 (External Product Metrics)
Category 4 (Code Productivity Metrics)
Category 5 (External Productivity Metrics)
Category 6 (Business Related Metrics)
Category 7 (Bottle Neck and Metrics)
Category 8 (Irrelevant Metrics)
Category 9 (Employee Related Metrics)

Number of metrics
12
101
51
11
87
23
48
20
10

Table 24 presents all categories of metrics
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Figure 8 presents the number of classified metrics in each of 9 Categories.
In Stage 5, to construct the metrics according to the categories we needed to make sure our
goals are satisfied w.r.t research questions in the study. The standard goal question metric
(GQM) approach was used to collect the specified metrics in the study. The search for the final
metrics is done through GQM process and is explained as follows:
Goal 1. To Track the flow of the project.
We have selected this goal because by tracking the flow, we can gather information about the
phases of the project which are taking more time. This would help us figure out any external or
internal reasons for this and try to make process improvements to achieve better productivity.
Question 1. What is the flow of process in each phase of the project?
Metric 1. Cumulative Flow Diagram(M80).
Goal 2. To Track the progress of the Sprint.
We have selected this goal because by tracking the sprint progress we can know whether we
can complete the tasks of the sprint as per plan. If there is any problem in completing the sprint
on time we will have the information where the delay took place and can-do better planning for
future projects to avoid such delays. We can even use this information for comparison between
different projects to analyze the performance of teams under different processes.
Question1. What is the progress achieved in the sprint?
Metric 1. The Sprint burndown chart(M322).
Metric 2. Planned Sprint Velocity = (Vp)(M233).
Metric 3. Velocity (Productivity)(M349).
Metric 4. Number of Stories(M211)
Goal 3. Meet the project deadline.
We have chosen this goal as it is important and mandatory to meet the project deadline. Failure
to meet the project deadline will incur huge losses in real-time projects.
Question 1. What is the effort required to complete the project on time?
Metric 1. Number of Stories(M211)
Metric 2. Total Effort Estimation(M328).
Question 2. What is the achieved progress of the compared to the Estimated Project Plan?
Metric 1. Burndown Chart(M40).
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Goal 4. Find any factors affecting the performance of the team.
We have chosen this goal because the optimum performance is required to complete a project
on time with good quality. Any factors that affect the performance of an individual or team may
bring down productivity. To avoid this, we need to understand the factors that are affecting the
team.
Question 1. What is the team health of the people in the project?
Metric 1. Scrum group turnover(M277)
Metric 2. Employee satisfaction(M121)
Metric 3. Team satisfaction(M309)

Metrics
Selected based M40, M233, M322, M121, M309, M328, M211, M277, M80, M349.
on
measurement
Goals
Table 25 presents the metrics based on measurement goals

The primary goal in the software organization is to make sure there is always a smooth
development i.e. the process flow should always be on track and throughout the flow of
development. The primary studies show that the objective of the finalized metrics was to
improve the flow of the project, track the progress of the sprint, meet its deadlines and find the
factor that affects the performance of the team to a great extent. Table 25 presents the metrics
that are selected based on the goals that answer the research gap of the study.
The Final Metrics chosen are as follows [5,9,17,36]:
1) Cumulative Flow Diagram (M80).
2) The Sprint burndown chart(M322).
3) Planned Sprint Velocity = (Vp)(M233).
4) Velocity (Productivity)(M349).
5) Number of Stories(M211).
6) Total Effort Estimation(M328).
7) Scrum group turnover(M277)
8) Employee satisfaction(M121)
9) Team satisfaction(M309)
10) Burndown Chart(M40).
The classification of metrics found from the study per stage are as follows:

Name of the stage
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5

Number of metrics
591
363
363
209
10

Table 26 presents the overall metrics through stages
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Figure 9 representing the classification of metrics found per stage
5.1.3.2

Analysis through Thematic Synthesis
To get results from a systematic literature review study, we have used the guidelines
for data analysis recommended by Braun and Clarke [77].
Familiarizing with the results: The data analysis of software metrics with the use of agile can
be broad as both have large quantities of data. The researchers have found 591 metrics from
the 56 primary study papers. Further over check with all the papers, there were many
duplicates in the collected metrics. These metrics were first listed together on an Excel
spreadsheet and duplicates were filtered. After removal of duplicates, a total of 363 nonrepetitive metrics was finally found. The metrics found in this stage were unorganized and
were filtered into various meaningful categories by reading function of each metric from the
source collected.
Coding the data: The data collected from the results are translated into codes, the researchers
have found the study. The list of all the metrics found in the study is prepared and the metrics
presented the table. For instance, on how coded the data Table 27 presents the name of the
metric with its coded number. We had 363 metrics that are to be coded and the whole table is
presented in the Appendices section.

Name of the Metric
%Backlog Unfinished
(WIP) Work-In-Progress
Abstractness (A)
acceptance tests per user story
Accuracy of estimation
Accuracy of Forecast
Actual Velocity = (Va)
Adopted Work

Metric Code
M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12

Table 27 presents the code generation in Literature study
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Translating the codes into themes: In the third phase, we have closely grouped the codes together
with the repetitive studies that are present in the second phase. The measures that share the same
category are narrowed down to major categories where multiple codes are created into a theme.
We have narrowed down 363 into 9 themes with each metric occurring only in one category.
These themes were based on the type of metric, use of metric, the dependence of the metric on
other metrics, the relevancy of the metric with the current project. So, a total of 9 themes have
identified in which these metrics can be categorized into. Each metric can only occur in one
category and are not repeated. It is not mandatory to use all the categories of metrics for the
measurement in Agile or any other model rather based on the type of project one is dealing with
and the measurement goals. Depending on the work required to be measured, we can pick one
or more categories from the categories Table 24 and further select only the required metrics to
their selected categories based on their specific measurement goals.
The presentation of metrics in each of the categories has to be importantly related to the goals
chosen to find relevant metrics in the study. The occurrences in the categories should not be
mixed to predict the actual outline of the study, in some cases, there were metrics where had to
double check our categories as they would be resembling in both the categories. For example
the metric M220: On-Time Delivery [9] was inferred with the category Project Metrics and
Process Flow metrics initially with the researchers. The researchers had to check for initial paths
for confirmation before one starts categorizing.
Figure 10 presents the translation of codes and the search for initial themes are explained in a
detailed way.

Figure 10 presents the initial order theme in literature study
The initial themes of all categories have common points and the main thing to go to the
next things is to remove common adjoints and club them to a higher order theme. The reason
we have filtered the initial themes into higher order themes is that in the current scenario we are
focusing more on measuring the impact of Agile over non-Agile. For this, we do not need the
metrics that measure the internal quality attributes of the code for the project we are currently
working on. Therefore, we have combined such metrics to make powerful reasoning over the
initial results. More reasoning will be provided in the discussions section or the report.
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Producing Higher-Order Themes: The higher order themes were presented after finalizing
several revisions. To make sure everything has consistency and is going in the right direction
we made sure that the data we approached was left out for few days, after a few days again we
have started the process to make sure we have the highest intensity with a fresh mind with more
insights to clear and create higher order themes in the study. However, to the nature of
presenting very good categories, we have reduced the final categories to 5. The removed or
changed 4 categories from the initial section are: Irrelevant Metrics, Business related metrics,
Code Metrics and External Productivity Metrics.
The final 5 categories are:
Category 1: Process Flow Metrics
Metrics such cumulative flow diagram that give measurements regarding the process flow are
categorized into this category.
Category 3: Project Metrics
In this category metrics that give information regarding the entities of the project such as number
of user stories, the effort required, backlogs, etc., which are independent measures that do not
depend on other measures are filtered.
Category 5: Project Progress/Productivity Metrics
In this category metrics that can calculate project progress such as velocity is filtered. These are
calculated based on the values derived from Category 3. The value of category 2 metrics per
unit time or value per person or value per team etc., gives the value of this metric.
Category 7: Bottleneck Metrics
The Metrics that give information about the bottlenecks in the process flow of the project, bugs
in the product and other defect measurements are filtered into this category.
Category 9: Employee Related Metrics
The Metrics that give information regarding the team health with respect to their satisfaction
and willingness to work in the current environment are filtered into this category.
Figure 11 explains the higher order theme.
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Figure 11 explaining the higher order theme with 5 main categories

5.2

Results and Analysis of Case Study
This section presents results that were acquired through interviews and the from the
Scrumban [95, 96] board used at the organization.

5.2.1

Case Description of the Interviews conducted
To achieve the desired qualitative data from the interview study, we have made the design
into two phases and a total of 8 interviews were conducted. During the interview phases, we
have ensured that we have at least 1 person from each role to further strengthen the results that
we have collected from the study. In addition to that, we have taken candidates having
experience in the study as we needed candidates who were highly proficient in the role to
collect correct information from the candidates, who are relative been new to the company or
new to the roles they have been working, as we wanted to make sure there is a balance in the
test teams and see whether all the interview participants in the study are subjected to change
or not. Moreover, the relative diverse characteristics of the interview participants have made
the study relatively easy to capture from the varied perspective of the study group.

5.2.2

Demographic results
The demographic results from the interview comprise subjects to involve into the study
for the first few minutes and to be able to reflect and understand from the job roles, that can
change the study and if not understood appropriately we might collect unwanted results in the
study [97]. The study was figured, and the case study protocol was used by the researchers to
start the interview design with the initial start of Introductory and general specific questions.
These Introductory and general specific questions pertained questions with the interviewee's job
role, responsibilities at the Measuring room department, their experience in the field of
development and how long they were a part of this organization. This allowed the researchers
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to pay attention to details described and be open to what people hear and being non-judgmental
and unbiased [98]. Table 28 presents the demographic results.
Interviewee No
Interviewee 1
Interviewee 2
Interviewee 3

Interviewee 4

Interviewee 5
Interviewee 6

Interviewee 7

Interviewee 8

Job Role

Responsibilities

Developer

Tool Development and Machining
testing at the organization.
Production
Overall responsibility for the petrol
Manager
development and testing line.
Supervisor
Responsible for stand-ups, meetups,
and act as process owners that are
responsible to get feedback from the
developers on the deliveries of the
product and report to the manager
responsible for the petrol line.
Developer
Responsible for developing programs
for automating the process of quality
checking of the parts for Diesel and
Petrol car engines.
Production
Overall responsibility for the diesel
Manager
development and testing line.
Gauge Engineer Responsible for delivering the
immediate requirements and follows
up the testing activities with the
developers.
Supervisor
Responsible for stand-ups, meetups,
and act as process owners that are
responsible to get feedback from the
developers on the deliveries of the
product and report to the manager
responsible for the diesel line.
Gauge Engineer Responsible for delivering the
immediate requirements and follows
up the testing activities with the
developers.

Experience
22 years
24 years
2 years

18 years

15 years
11 years

10 years

12 years

Table 28 presents the demographic results in a case study.

5.2.3

Results of the thematic analysis in Case Study
To get results from a systematic literature review study, we have used the guidelines for
data analysis recommended by Braun and Clarke [77].
Familiarizing with the results – The analysis of software metrics with the use of agile can be
broad as both have large quantities of data. The researchers have started becoming familiar with
the results they have collected in the transcribed text files. We have repeated and became
familiar with the study a couple of times to ensure that the researchers do not miss any relevant
information from the study. Moreover, by the second time of listening to the audio tapes and
text files, the researchers have gained more insight and there is less chance to partake any
mistakes.
Generating initial codes – The data familiarized from the results are translated into codes, the
researchers have found the study. The list for answering the research questions based upon
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taking the impact of the software developers, the challenges faced by them during development.
The initial codes were set up after transcribing the audio files to text format. To present how the
initial codes are generated in the study, Figure 12 explains how the codes are generated. The
highlighted information in Figure 12 with comments are researchers tagging codes to the
transcribed data.

Figure 12 explaining the code generation
We have identified 22 main categories that might be relevant based on the requirements needed
for the organization mentioned in 2.5. The table for the list of categories is mentioned in Table
29.
S. No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Initial Code
Immediate deliveries
Integrating new works
Smaller cycles
We are now part of the planning
Larger scale
Direct Work without model

S. No
12
13
14
15
16
17

7
8
9
10
11

Urgent deliveries
Production line
Delay in current projects
Adjust to new process
Bottle Neck with Flow

18
19
20
21
22

Initial Code
Stand -up meetings
Insight of work
Tracking through metrics
Visualization
Old process comfortable
Facilitating of new works during
projects
Becoming easy during projects
Improvement through metrics
deadlines
Halted process flow
Planning Structure

Table 29 presenting generating initial codes in the case study
The list of all the codes are placed and they are ready to be searched for the third phase.
Searching for themes – In the third phase, we have closely grouped the codes together with the
repetitive studies that are present in the second phase. We now start searching for common links
between the codes generated in the coding phase. This is phase presents how codes can be
categorized and have an essence of how they can form into themes [77]. The initial themes were
created as per the researcher’s understandability on the case study and the fulfillment of research
questions. The initial themes 7 are generated here and Figure 13:
Employee Satisfaction: This category refers to characteristics that possess satisfaction to the
employee during the development of projects in the organization. This one time the category
refers to a section that must be a must use, otherwise, the impact on the project might cause
further problems. Free availability of developers, Planning structure must be used.
Employee Knowledge on the Agile: This category explores the knowledge of the interviewee
on the agile methodology. The codes belonging to this category fall on the basis of functionality
used and presents no reluctance of employees with the study.
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Employee Knowledge on Metrics: This category explores the ranges of employees who answer
according to the project and their knowledge of metrics. For instance, the projects use on making
process improvements through the flow can be determined, one of the interviewers says “I like
the burndown chart. I can get now get a better image of where we are in the project. Umm.. it
is showing us where we went wrong in the between and we can forecast our work through the
burndown charts”.
Human Organizational: This category tells us how decisions can be impactful with the
automation process at the software organizations. Some of the codes in this category are
Integration problems, length of the testing.
Tool Related: This category relates us the codes that face problems while developing the
projects at the organization. Such metrics answer for main aspects and some of them involved
in the project are Slow Starts and late covering of gaps.
Monitoring Bottle Necks (Problems Fixing): This category presents and explores on the
bottlenecks in the study which is the reason why the implicit relationship with other categories
is required for this category because both developmental approach and testing approach can be
halted. For example, the code Bottle Neck with Flow, Scalability and Broken developmental
parts.
Organization Process Knowledge: This category measures and presents the factors that are
known in organizational process knowledge departments where code answering in the study
becomes a testability requirement [4]. For example, the codes Overcoming Work, new changes
in functionality are some of them that come under organization process knowledge.

Figure 13 presenting Initial themes in the case study
Reviewing and refining themes: The fourth phase involves revising the codes and refining the
themes again with more revised and strong themes to back up the study. The codes such as
Bottle Neck with the flow, Broken developmental parts were rewritten again into Bottle neck
flow automation as they are changed by the researcher. Similarly, after reviewing the codes
again the themes Tool related and Human Organizational were merged to Employment on
Metrics and the latter merged to Monitoring Bottle necks (problems fixing) themes. The total
number of categories in the study is 4 now.
To make sure everything has consistency and is going in the right direction we made sure
that the data we approached was left out for few days, after a few days again we have started
the process to make sure we have the highest intensity with a fresh mind with more insights to
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clear and create higher order themes in the study. However, to the nature of presenting very
good categories, the results remain the same.
Defining and Naming Themes: In this phase, the refined set of themes are defined and initialized
for labelling the data by checking the data iteratively by slowly revisiting the categories [88].
We have rechecked the data with the interview transcription to provide the labels to the codes
in the study. Moreover, the themes did not require anything apart from the labelling and naming
the codes in the study. Figure 14 depicts the labels presented in the study.

Figure 14 Presents the higher order theme in the case study.
Producing the final themes: The final themes are presented and used as findings for the study to
relate to the two metrics found from the systematic literature review study.

5.2.4

Interview Results
The section provides insight into the results discovered during the analysis of interviews.
The interview data is drawn after collecting the responses from the 8 interviewers in the study.
The interview data is presented to make it easy for the audience to understand the importance
of finding Employee Satisfaction and Team Satisfaction in our study. The results of the 8
interviewers with respect to the research question are with Impact, challenges, and advantages.
The answers of the interviewers are as follows:

A. Interviewee 1:
Interviewee 1 is a developer that was part of the Agile Team. He described his working
experience in agile and his views on this process. “Yes, agile has given us the opportunity to
speak up in our environment and make sure that we have meetings daily… In the start, we didn’t
understand, how the project would work in agile and definitely we had problems adjusting to
smaller cycles… Yes, I think the experience of working in agile for the first time is great and yes
I would prefer working in the new model… Integrating new works into the project has become
easy now and we are now part of the planning…”
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B. Interviewee 2
Interviewee 2 provided his observations of advantages and his concerns. “Yes, now I can get my
deliveries on time…No, but was wondering if this process can be applied on a larger scale…”
I can get my additional deliveries in between the project…”
C. Interviewee 3
The interviewee 3 gave his opinions after the test phase “I Cannot say if I like the process as I
didn’t personally have experience…I do not know about agile but in waterfall model delivering
additional urgent deliveries is problem we face regularly…I don’t have much knowledge on
agile process”
D. Interviewee 4
Interviewee 4 gave his opinions of the new model, “No, I would like to stick with waterfall
process as I’m more used to it…Yes I think metrics can be used to make a few improvements to
our current process…I feel it would delay our current project if we try to adjust to new process”
E. Interviewee 5
Employee gave the following views when he was interviewed, “No, I don’t like the idea of daily
stand-up meetings in Agile. For the type of work, we do, stand-up meeting this frequent is not
really necessary…I do like the tracking part though, we get an insight of the efficiency we need
to complete the work on time…”
F. Interviewee 6
Interviewee 6 has given the following responses, “Yes, I like it. It made my job easy…coping up
with immediate and intermediate deliveries has become possible now, earlier it was real
mess…Tracking metrics are helpful in keeping up with the project to meet the deadline…I don’t
see many challenges, but it might take time for all the employees to adjust with the new process
if it is implemented on other teams ”
G. Interviewee 7
The responses of the interviewee were as follows, “Yes, Agile process was good…Visualization
of the work flow has increased mainly by the burndown chart…The Scrumban template is
helpful in tracking and facilitating of new works in between the project…I don’t know if this
can be implemented on other production lines and other parts of the production line”
H. Interviewee 8
The interviewee has given the following responses, “ Yes, I like the Agile process…I’m willing
to use it on further projects but unsure if all the employees can adapt to the new process
quickly...from the Kanban board we can know if the new immediate deliveries are being worked
on… Earlier we missed dead line of a couple of immediate deliveries while using waterfall ”
Some parts of the responses that were recorded regarding the company’s internal processes and
any other data that violates the NDA (Non-Disclosure Agreement signed) signed by the
researchers have been omitted from displaying them in the thesis.

5.2.5

Summary of the Interviews conducted
Challenges faced during the transition: Adjusting to the change on a larger-scale would
be problematic. The new process requires working in smaller cycles, shorter deadlines, and
intermediate deliveries. All the employees may not be able to adjust to the new process at the
same speeds which may cause delays in the project. It is better to make the transition in a stepwise manner, few teams at a time to minimize disturbance in the production line. All the
employees may not be willing to change to a new process as they find the old process
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comfortable. If we try to force the change to all teams without this knowledge, it might affect
the morale of the employee and affect his performance. Applying the same process to the other
parts of the production line may not be as easy as the type of work and stages of work may be
different.
Employee Knowledge of the Agile Process: All the employees didn’t have the same
knowledge of the Agile process. This was because only 4 developers were part of the Agile
team that underwent transition. Though in the interviews, interviewees said they like the new
process, they didn’t have the actual knowledge of the process rather their response was based
on advantages of metrics and the results achieved in deliveries and productivity.
Employee Knowledge on Metrics: Employees who participated in the interviews did not
have any prior knowledge of the metrics that were selected after our literature studies before the
transition. After the test phase and use of metrics, the interviewees who were directly connected
to the agile teams gained knowledge of few of the selected metrics i.e., Sprint Burndown
charts(M322), Velocity(M349), Burndown chart(M40). It is easier for the developers in the
team to get an insight into the project schedule with the help of the sprint Burndown
charts(M322). The developers are able to visualize the data with the help of this metric, making
it easier to interpret the progress of the project in a simpler way and adjust their work
accordingly to stay on track with the deadline. Delivery of additional tasks is possible as the
team can understand if they are ahead of their schedule they can make room for other tasks that
require immediate deliveries apart from the tasks in the project. This will increase the
productivity of the team. The production managers and line managers can track the project with
the help of the Burndown chart(M40) and get an insight if the project can be delivered on time.
Organization process knowledge: It was observed that all the interviewees had a good
knowledge regarding the process followed at the organization. This couldn’t be discussed in
detail as it would violate the NDA signed by the researchers.

5.2.6

ScrumBan Results through Descriptive Statistics
With the start of the test phase projects in both teams (agile and waterfall), the team working
with agile had to start tracking their development process in the ScrumBan about the
whereabouts of the study. As a result, in the end, after the test phase project which lasted for
1 month, we have collected the data that is required as the input of identified metrics and
calculated the metric values of both the models and compared them.
The comparison of these metric categories is done by the ratio scale [89]. The results of the
metrics are as follows:
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1) Comparison of the metrics values between agile and waterfall: In Figure 15, a comparative
visualization is provided comparing the values of metrics between Agile and Waterfall
model that were obtained after calculation of data as per the metrics found.

Figure 15 presents the comparison of metric values between agile and waterfall.
The metrics that can be presented in a single chart are grouped in Figure 15. The value
Velocity (Productivity metric) (M349) would help in planning future projects more accurately
so that the team can work more efficiently to deliver work on time.
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2) Cumulative Flow Diagram(M80): Figure 16 gives the complete visualization of the
process flow in various phases of the development lifecycle of the Agile team.

Figure 16 presents the Cumulative flow diagram(M80).
The Cumulative diagram is a good metric to point out the specific areas in the process
flow where the delays occur most, and process flow can be improved based on this data.
During the current process, this metric was not much of use as the process flow went
smoothly as the team size and the project size were small. This metric would be helpful
more if it is used on a larger project.
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3) The Sprint burndown chart Sprint-1(M322): This Sprint burndown chart is analyzed based
on the data collected from the first sprint, i.e., first 15 days of the project.

Figure 17 presents the sprint burndown chart(M322) Sprint – 1
It is a good metric to keep on track with the schedule of the progress of the project. The
burndown chart was helpful to the team members to take up additional tasks apart from
the planned sprint when they were ahead of their schedule. This made their productivity
more efficient.
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4) The Sprint burndown chart Sprint-2(M322): This Sprint burndown chart is analyzed based
on the data collected from the second sprint, i.e., next 15 days of the project.
Figure 18 presents the sprint burndown chart.

Figure 18 presents the sprint burndown chart Sprint - 2
During Sprint-1 when the team was ahead of the schedule, they tried to complete
additional tasks which resulted in falling behind the schedule as they took more tasks
than they could finish with the time lead they had. Based on this experience, during the
Sprint-2 they were able to estimate more accurately how much additional work could be
done with the time lead they had with the schedule. Based on this observation made
during our presence at the organization, it can be said that sprint burndown charts are of
good use to improve productivity efficiency of the team.
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5) Burndown chart (complete project) (M40): The contents of this chart are the cumulative
result of Figure 17 and Figure 18 Sprint burndown charts. Figure 19 presents the overall
burndown chart.

Figure 19 presents the overall burndown chart
This chart is the cumulative representation of both the sprints. This chart gives
information about the complete project rather than a single sprint. This metric can be used
by employees of the organization such as production manager and line manager, who
track multiple projects that are inter-linked in the production line. For such employees,
sprint level tracking is not of much use as they are not directly participating in the
development and testing activities rather the delivery of the project on time is of more
priority. This metric can give them data whether the complete project can be delivered by
the deadline or if the team has to be allocated with additional resources to stay on
schedule. It can be said that this is an important metric in almost any project which
visualizes the progress of the project.
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6) Employee Satisfaction: The contents of Figure 20 are based on the analysis of the
responses collected from all the team members regarding the level of satisfaction of an
individual regarding each process. Employees 1,2,3,8 were part of an Agile team while
Employees 4,5,6,7 were part of the waterfall team. It was observed that the developers
who were part of the Agile team were satisfied with Agile more than Waterfall experience
and were willing to work again in the new process. But the members were not part of the
Agile Team were not fully positive towards Agile. This might have been due to a lack of
awareness of the benefits of the new process or they were comfortable with the old
process.

Figure 20 presents the employee satisfaction result from the study
It is important to collect this metric data from the team members regularly at least once
a month as it is an indicator of employee health that would affect his/her performance
during the project. This metric is also important to calculate Team satisfaction metric.
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7) Team Satisfaction: Figure 21 gives the average of satisfaction of all the employees
analyzed with the help of the Employee Satisfaction metric.

Figure 21 presents the team satisfaction results from the study
This gives the same information as the Employee satisfaction metric but on a higher level.
The low value of this metric of an employee may even result in a downgrade of the team
performance or even in employee turnover that can cause serious hindrances to the completion of
the project on time. It was observed that only 1% difference was observed between and Agile was
less because this result was inclusive of the employees of both the teams. If the employees of the
other team also get experience with the new process, then their opinion may change. The
calculation was done including both the teams because for the transition to be implemented on
other teams as well, it is necessary to understand how the performance of the team would be
affected on an overall basis during the transition period.

5.2.7

Overall Analysis in the Case Study
Analyzing the qualitative data from the interview study, we examine the results collected
from the interview study to the opinions of several employees who are directly and indirectly
related to the test phase project. This would give the information about the advantages of using
the metrics M349, M328, M80, M322, M40 and the challenges that were faced during the test
phase. We collected the information through means of all the interviewees who participated in
the interview study. The remaining metrics are calculated through a test phase project which
presents the productivity of the teams that are developing the project in both the models. The
inputs required for the calculation of the metrics are collected from the ScrumBan board and the
standard process documentation of time and events taking place by the teams in the
organization.
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6

DISCUSSIONS
In this chapter, we present you the discussions based on the findings in the study. The
discussions are on the re-visit of research questions and final explanations.

6.1

Summary of Results in the Study

6.1.1

RQ 1. What are the frameworks and metrics that can be used to measure
the process flow at Volvo Cars?

The summary of findings from the systematic literature review begins with finding the
relevant metrics from the study that are associated with Agile software development, Traditional
Software Development. The metrics are categorized into 9 categories. Then after identifying the
categories that are more relevant to the current project, the following categories, they are filtered
from the categories list because in the current scenario we are focusing more on measuring the
impact of Agile over Traditional Waterfall Model rather than quality of the work produced as the
quality of the internal attributes of the software product produced in the current project is not of
much importance. The categories are reduced to 5 main categories and irrelevant metrics to our
current scenario have been removed from the study. In the next stage, the metrics are reduced to
10 main metrics in the study after careful consideration through the Goal question metric
approach. The 10 main metrics are presented and explained as follows [4,5,6,8,39,99,100]:
1) Cumulative Flow Diagram (M80). [4]
2) The Sprint burndown chart(M322). [39]
3) Planned Sprint Velocity = (Vp)(M233). [100]
4) Velocity (Productivity)(M349). [4]
5) Number of Stories(M211). [6]
6) Total Effort Estimation(M328). [99]
7) Scrum group turnover(M277). [8]
8) Employee satisfaction(M121). [4]
9) Team satisfaction(M309). [4]
10) Burndown Chart(M40). [5]
The explanations for the metrics are as follows:
Cumulative Flow Diagram (M80): This metric is used to visualize the workflow of several
phases of the development life cycle. This would help in identifying the specific points where
delays occur in the process flow. This information can be used to improvise the process to avoid
such delays in the future. This tool helps in finding quick bottlenecks of the overall workflow
[4].
Velocity (Productivity) (M349): This metric velocity gives information about the amount of
work done by the team in a given time or during the project [101]. This data can be used to
approximately predict the time required by a team or individual to complete the given work or
requirement. This might not always give the actual progress but if the rework is subtracted from
the amount of total work done divided by the total time taken for total work we can get the
actual progress. “Velocity = Total work done/Total time taken”. [101]
Employee Satisfaction (M121): This metric of employee satisfaction determines the overall
satisfaction of the employee working in a project or an organization. The metric is keenly
determined to see whether the employees are satisfied with what they have or where they are
working [4]. This metric is important as it affects the performance of an individual which could
easily have an impact on his/her productivity. The data required to calculate this metric is
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directly collected from the team members by asking a set of questions during and after the
completion of the project. The questions that need to be asked are mentioned in the following
article [4].
Team Satisfaction (M309): Team satisfaction metric covers the overall job satisfaction and
presents team morality over the period of time [4]. This metric can be calculated by taking an
average of the value of the employee satisfaction metric of all the team members. Having a low
team satisfaction can negatively impact the productivity of the team.
Burndown Chart (M40): This metric helps us to visualize the actual amount of work left while
developing a project. This would give the team members information if they are on track to
complete the work within the deadline. Many practitioners have had a word about burndown
say that it keeps the people engaged by giving real-time information regarding the progress of
the project. Burndown charts also help the developers giving early insights of schedule delays
before it’s not too late [5].
Number of Stories (M211): This metric is used to calculate the number of stories that are in a
sprint or in a full project by a simple count or counted weighted by its story complexity. The
metric simply whether the story is complex, medium or very easy [6].
Scrum Group Turnover (M277): This metric explains about the low and high scrum group
turner values [8]. High scrum group turn-over gives an insight that the team members might be
not satisfied with the work environment. High Scrum group negatively impacts the productivity
of a team and makes it difficult to predict the productivity of a team.
The Sprint Burndown chart (M322): This metric is used to visualize the progress of the work
during a sprint [39]. The sprint burndown chart can be used similar to a regular burndown chart
but contains the data relative to the respective sprint rather than the complete project.
Total Effort Estimation (M328): This metric is the estimation of time required by a team or
individual to complete the project [99]. The total effort estimation usually even presents the
number of total dedicated full-time members on the project [99]. This also serves as an important
input for designing the burndown charts for a project.
Planned Sprint Velocity = (Vp) (M233): This metric gives information about the number of
tasks or works to be completed per sprint release according to the sprint planning. The feature
story points or the number of tasks within the time of the sprint time gives the value of this
metric [100].
The framework that we are going to use measure the process at Volvo Cars is Scrumban [96].
The frameworks found in the study are 17 frameworks. The frameworks are mentioned in Table
30:
Frameworks Used
XP
Feature Driven Development
Crystal Agile Implementation of Rup
Scrumban
Scrum
The EclipseWay
Test Driven Development
Lean
AUP

Total Number
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
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1
DSDM
1
Waterfall
2
Kanban
Table 30 presents the frameworks collected through literature study.
Here, a variety of frameworks are used to describe a different type of measures throughout the
study. The measures are used to describe the metrics found in the literature study. Figure 22
presents the number of Frameworks from the study. Scrumban framework is chosen because
Scrumban is the framework that many practitioners have said that it is a silver bullet in the initial
transition from traditional software development to scrum software development [94].
Transitioning to new developmental technology is no easy thing and is not a risk-free adventure
to take. Despite having low-evidence on taking risks, the reports say that the adoption of these
frameworks are much better compared to taking no other framework in the studies where
traditional methods report that they do not have any account to progress with the transition of
such frameworks [95]. The initial approach and the main reason for selecting Scrumban are
because Scrum has principles that have allowed to combine techniques that can reduce waste
while transiting to new developmental technologies and thus for removing waste from the study
Kanban was the best method in lean and gives the insight of current situation of the project.
Therefore, the combination of these two methods makes ScrumBan Framework [94,96]. Figure
22 presents the total number of frameworks found in the literature study.

Figure 22 presents the total number of frameworks found through literature study
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6.1.2

RQ 2. What is the impact and what are the challenges faced by the
organization and the software developers while adapting to these new
methods of Agile and its advantages compared to Traditional methods?
Challenges faced by the organization: From the results of the interview discussed in section
5.2.5, some of the challenges faced during the transition were identified. The main challenges
were some of the employees thought if the transition was applied to a larger-scale, all the team
members may or may not adapt to the new process quickly and may cause a disturbance in the
production line. It may take time for the transition of the complete production line. Some
employees even felt daily stand-up meetings to be unproductive as their work sometimes takes
more than a day. Some employees didn’t want to adopt the new process as they were habituated
to the same process from many years and felt adapting may waste the time of the project.
Advantages of metrics: There were also a few advantages identified from the results of the
interviews that are experienced by the employees after the transition that is discussed in section
5.2.5. Integrating the change in requirements and additional requirements into the project has
become easier. The tracking metrics such as burndown charts are helpful in getting an insight
into the work if it is on schedule. The visualization of the workflow has increased. The
productivity measuring metric Velocity(M349) that is calculated after the project can be used
to more accurately plan for future project planning and Sprint Planning(M233).
Impact: It was observed with the help of metrics that the team that was following the Agile
process had increased productivity of 6.25% compared to the team following the Traditional
process. This difference is calculated based on the Velocity(Productivity)(M349) presented in
Figure 15 presents the comparison of metric values between agile and waterfall. The difference
observed is small because a reason might be that the transition has affected the team i.e., this is
their first time following the Agile process and using metrics. This would have affected their
performance as one would always need some time to adjust to any new process. These
challenges and advantages might have had an impact on the productivity achieved after the
transition. By mitigating the challenges, there is a possibility to increase this productivity even
further. The improve might not change the productivity drastically but may have a minute
impact in affecting the productivity positively.
The identified challenges can be mitigated by taking the following measures in the future.
Increase the understanding of the process to be followed by the team to avoid confusion which
may negatively affect productivity, this would also increase the speed of adaptability. Take a
survey if all the team members are ready for change because forcing employees to adapt to the
new process may impact the morale of the employees negatively and may result in decreased
performance or employee turnover. Take the opinion of the team member to understand how
frequently the meetings are to be conducted. It is better to make the transition in stages with
small groups at a time rather than approaching the transition invasively as it may disrupt the
workflow. There is a need for the organization to educate all the employees regarding the
metrics that will be used in the project before making the transition on a larger-scale to maximize
the benefits of Agile and have better productivity.
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7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1

Conclusion
Software project management focuses on planning and executing the design, development
and testing phases efficiently and in an optimized manner [2]. From the observations of the results
achieved in the thesis, we could conclude that the transition of agile on a small-scale along with
the use of metrics has been beneficial by achieving higher productivity of 6.25%. As this is the
first iteration of the test phase, performing more iterations using the same teams may increase the
yield of productivity slightly as the understanding of team members regarding the agile principles,
process flow, and metrics. This increase might not be the same if applied on a larger-scale as all
the team members might not adapt to change in the process at the same pace. Several advantages
and disadvantages discussed in the section 6.1.2 might have had an impact on the magnitude of
the result. Considering this, though there might not be an increase in productivity at the same
percentage, we can conclude that transition to Agile and using process flow metrics would be
beneficial over the waterfall if proper precautions are taken. It is also observed that the metrics
can be used as a great tool for the team’s advantage if suitable metrics are identified. They can be
used to track the progress, measure the productivity and identify bottlenecks in the process flow.
Another observation made was that though several metrics are available through literature for
measuring several aspects in development lifecycles such as quality of the product, process flow
and progress of the project, all metrics are not suitable in all cases. It is necessary to select suitable
metrics in each case depending on the goals that are to be achieved and the type of project the
team is working with.
For any researcher who wants to use metrics from this thesis report, it is better to select the
categories based on the type of measurements they require rather than going through all the
metrics as it will save a lot of time.

7.2

Future Work
The study conducted above needs to be tested on a larger-scale to check if it is viable to
make transitions in large software organizations. The reasons for the increase in productivity
achieved needs to be further studied by repeating the study. A more exploratory study is needed
if there are any other processes that are more productive than the identified agile process. There
is also a need to further study if there are any other metrics or possibility to develop more metrics
that can give more accurate results and a better insight into the process flow.
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D:9
T:13
N:12
L:5
D:2
T:2
N:9
L:6
FN:1
D:17
T:28
N:30
L:22
FN:5
D:2
T:3
N:3
FN:1
D:4
T:7
N:9
L:2
D:28
T: 868
N: 1429
Y: 146
L: 323
FN:58
EA:45
EF: 22
D:3
T:2
N:2
L:2

Included Papers

BS
_

FS
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

EF:2
D:6
T:4
N:10
EA:2
EF:2
T:5
N:6
Y:11

Paper 8

BS:24
FS: 0

Paper 9

BS:20
FS:12

Paper 10

BS: 48
FS:19

Paper 11

BS:37
FS:45

Paper 12

BS:42
FS:27

Paper 13

BS:26
FS:2

Paper 14

BS:35
FS:33

Paper 15

BS:59
FS:159

Paper 16

BS:5
FS:103

T:2
N:3

Paper 17

BS: 37
FS: 0

Paper 18

BS: 41
FS: 0

D:5
T:12
N:20
D: 2
T:14
N:18
EA:6

D:6
T:16
N:23
EA:2
EF:1
D:5
T:12
N:14
Y:6
D:6
T:18
N:16
EA:2
D:6
T:4
N:12
Y:4
D:4
T:10
N:13
Y:5
L:3
T:10
N:40
EA:5
EF:4
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_

_

_

D:4
T:4
N:8
L:4
D:3
T:2
N:9
L:3
FN:1
D:3
T:16
N:20
L:5
FN:1
T:6
N:8
L:13

_

_

_

IF:1

_

_

_

_

D:2

_

_

D:6
T:10
N:10
L:7

_

_

D:2
T:30
N:82
L:37
FN:8
D:3
T:35
N:49
L:11
FN:5
_

_

IA:1
IF:1

_

IF:1

_

_

_

_

_

Paper 19

EF:1
D:4
T:2
N:10

BS:16
FS:10

D:3
T:2
N:5

_

_

Fourth Iteration
B. 4 presents the fourth iteration results
Third
Iteration Number of Citations Excluded Papers
Accepted Papers
and References in
Papers.
Paper 1

Paper 2

BS:9
FS: 0

BS
D:2
T:3
N:4
D:3
T:5
N:10

BS:18
FS:33

Included Papers

FS
_
D:2
T:11
N:19

BS
_

FS
_

_

IF:1

Fifth Iteration
B. 5 presents the fifth iteration results
Fourth
Iteration Number of Citations Excluded Papers
Accepted Papers
and References in
Papers.
Paper 1

BS:44
FS: 0

BS
D:5
T:10
N:29
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Included Papers

FS
_

BS
_

FS
_

C. Results of Quality Assessment by Rigor
Paper ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Context(C)
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
1

C. 1 results of quality assessment by rigor
Design(D)
Validity Threats (VT)
1
0.5
0.5
0
1
1
0.5
0
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
0
1
0
1
0.5
1
1
1
0
1
0.5
1
1
1
0.5
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
0.5
0
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
1
0.5
0
0.5
0
1
1
1
0
0.5
0.5
1
0
1
0
1
0
0.5
0
1
0
1
0.5
1
0
0.5
0
0.5
0
1
0
88

Rigor Sum
2.5
1.5
3
1
1.5
2.5
2
1.5
2.5
3
2
2.5
3
2.5
2
2
3
2
3
1.5
2
2.5
3
3
1
1
3
1.5
2
2
1.5
1.5
1
2
2.5
2
1.5
1
2

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

1
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
0.5
1
0.5

0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
0.5
1
1
1
1
0.5
1
1
1
1
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0
0
0.5
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0.5
0
0
0

1.5
1.5
2.5
2
2
1.5
1.5
1.5
1.5
3
2
1.5
1
2.5
1.5
2
1.5

D. Results of Quality Assessment by Relevance
Paper
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

D. 1 results of quality assessment by relevance.
Users or Subjects Research Method Context(C)
Scale (S)
(U)
(RM)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
90

Relevance Sum
4
4
4
2
3
4
4
4
2
4
3
4
4
2
2
3
4
4
4
3
3
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
3
4
2
1

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
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0
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

3
4
4
4
2
3
2
3
1
1
2
3
2
4
1
3
3
1
3
2
4
1
3
3

E. Case Study Interview Questionnaire

92

E. 1 presents the Case study interview questionnaire
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F. Interview Transcription

F. 1 presents the Interview Transcription

94

G. List of the Metrics

G. 1 presents the list of overall metrics

Name of the Metric
# of defect reports entering the state “Closed”
per week; # of defect reports that are not in
state “Closed”
# of features integrated per week; # of features
planned for integration up to date in the
integration plan (but not yet integrated)
# of function test cases developed per week; #
of function test cases planned for the whole
feature (but not yet developed)
# of test cases executed per week; # of test
cases planned for execution up to a given week
(but not executed yet)
%Backlog Unfinished
(WIP) Work-In-Progress
Abstractness (A)
acceptance tests per user story
Accuracy of estimation
Accuracy of Forecast
Actual Velocity = (Va)
Adopted Work
Afferent Couplings (Ca)
Agile Acceleration
Agile earned value management system
Agile practice maturity
Aspectual Density per Sprint for requirements
Automattion percentage
availability = Puptime / (Puptime + Pdowntime)
Availability of continuous integration
Average and aggregated LOC per class
Average bug fixes per hour
Average Cost Per Functions
Average method complexity (AMC)
Average number of unadjusted function points
completed per unit of time
Average risks per story
Average stories per iteration
Avg user stories per day per developer
backlog
Backlog size
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Metric Code
M1

Reference From
Primary Study
[23]

M2

[23]

M3

[23]

M4

[23]

M5
M6
M7
M8
M9
M10
M11
M12
M13
M14
M15
M16
M17
M18
M19
M20
M21
M22
M23
M24
M25

[4]
[30]
[34]
[38]
[14]
[14]
[4]
[14]
[34]
[4]
[44]
[38]
[1]
[4]
[14]
[23]
[23]
[33]
[23]
[23]
[11]

M26
M27
M28
M29
M30

[33]
[33]
[34]
[4]
[4]

Best practices violation (coding standard
violations)
Bottleneck Gauge
Bug correction time
Bug correction time from “new” to “closed”
state
Bugs coming from previous release
Build creation success rate
Build status
build success rate
Builds per iteration
Burndown Chart
Business Value / Work Effort
Business Value Delivered
BV Metric
Capacity utilization (CU)
Capital redeployment
Cause effect analysis
CBO – Coupling between objects
CC – McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity
CDBC – Change between classes
CDOC – Change dependency of classes
Ce- Efferent Coupling
CF – Coupling Factor
Check-ins per day
Chidamber and Kemerer suite
CI – Closeness in
CI (Continuous integration)
Class Size
Closed Refactors
Closed Reworks
CO – Closeness out
Code coverage
Code duplication
Codesize
Combined analysis
Commit Pulse
Common tempo time vs actual time
Company turnover
Complexity level of the product backlog items
Complexity of delivered product
component per message
Computer resource utilization
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M31

[18]

M32
M33
M34

[10]
[14]
[14]

M35
M36
M37
M38
M39
M40
M41
M42
M43
M44
M45
M46
M47
M48
M49
M50
M51
M52
M53
M54
M55
M56
M57
M58
M59
M60
M61
M62
M63
M64
M65
M66
M67
M68
M69
M70
M71

[23]
[23]
[12]
[23]
[23]
[24]
[18]
[23]
[10]
[3]
[31]
[23]
[23]
[42]
[42]
[42]
[42]
[42]
[12]
[41]
[44]
[44]
[23]
[34]
[34]
[34]
[23]
[23]
[43]
[24]
[10]
[23]
[31]
[1]
[15]
[43]
[44]

Cost
cost and funding
cost efficiency (CE)
Cost of Quality
Cost per iteration
Cost types
Critical Defects
Cumulative Flow
Cumulative Flow Diagram
Cumulative number of defects
Customer satisfaction
Customer Service Request (CSR) Turnaround
Time
Cycle time
Cycle-Time per Feature
Cyclomatic complexity
Day-by-the-Hour (DbtH):
Days Open, External Trouble Reports
Dead code
Defect backlog indicator
Defect count
Defect count per user story
Defect Density
Defect distribution per origin
Defect distribution per type
Defect Handling
Defect removal efficiency
Defect Severity Index
Defect Slippage Rate
Defect state over time
Defect trend indicator
Defects carried over to next iteration
Defects detected in production
Defects per iteration
defects/bugs
Deferred defects
delivery and progress
Delivery on time
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)
Design Complexity
Determine Monitoring and Analysis Reporting
distribution of effort per project
Duration of build and test steps
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M72
M73
M74
M75
M76
M77
M78
M79
M80
M81
M82
M83

[34]
[44]
[3]
[14]
[42]
[12]
[12]
[23]
[23]
[14]
[14]
[18]

M84
M85
M86
M87
M88
M89
M90
M91
M92
M93
M94
M95
M96
M97
M98
M99
M100
M101
M102
M103
M104
M105
M106
M107
M108
M109
M110
M111
M112
M113

[24]
[18]
[34]
[3]
[18]
[31]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[41]
[41]
[44]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[1][24]
[12]
[38]
[15]
[1]
[1]
[12]
[44]
[14] [23]
[34] [23]
[34]
[31]
[23]
[23]

Earned business value
Earned value management (EVM)
Efferent Couplings (EC)
Effort
effort and staffing
Effort estimate
Effort Estimation and Software size
Employee satisfaction
End user satisfaction
ErrorRatio
Escaped bugs
Essential Complexity
Estimation error
Faults
Faults per iteration
Faults-Slip-Through
Feature backlog
FI – Fan-in
Fixed/solved Bugs
Flow
Flow efficiency
FO – Fan-out
Focus Factor
Found Work
Function Points
Function points / months
Function Points / staff month
Function points for measuring the size of
systems in terms of requirements
Functional (Fitnesse) tests per user story
Functional size / effort
Functional Size Method (FSM) for measuring
evolving user stories.
Functionality / Work Effort
Halstead Complexity (V).
Heatmap of revisions per model per week;
Number of REQPRODs; Modelling (Number of
new checked files); Test progress; check-in
trend; Number of check-ins last week; check in
pace
HighCohesionIndicator
Hours spent on bug
Hustle Metric
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M114
M115
M116
M117
M118
M119
M120
M121
M122
M123
M124
M125
M126
M127
M128
M129
M130
M131
M132
M133
M134
M135
M136
M137
M138
M139
M140
M141

[23]
[37]
[30]
[15]
[44]
[12]
[44]
[23]
[1]
[43]
[30]
[34]
[24]
[23]
[12],[23]
[23]
[6]
[30]
[23]
[18]
[23]
[30]
[14] ,[31] ,[33]
[31]
[14]
[11]
[11]
[1]

M142
M143
M144

[38]
[11]
[1]

M145
M146
M147

[18]
[34]
[23]

M148
M159
M150

[43]
[24]
[22]

ILCOM – Improvement of LCOM
Improvement Requests
In Project Visualization
Instability (I)
Integration Complexity
Integration Factor
Integration measures
Internal rate of return
Iteration mid-point inspection
Lack of cohesion in methods (LCOM)
LAI = total number of lines added in iteration
Lead time
Lead time/ Time in each state for each
requirement or user story
Level of automation
Linear regression
Lines of Code (LOC)
Lines of code / hour
Lines of code / person-hour
Lines of executable code / staff day
Loc size (backfired LOC to FP)
LOD – Lack of Documentation
Logical Lines Of Code (LLOC)
Low Cohesion Indicator
LRi = total number of lines removed in iteration
LUi = total number of lines updated in iteration
Maintenance flow
Manual tests per day
MaxDuration
Maximum cyclomatic complexity (CC Max) of a
single method of a class
Maximum Entropy metric
Mc cabe complexity
McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity
Mean Time to Failure
MPC – Message passing coupling
NCM (Number of class methods)
Net present value
Net promoter score
New requests within ROI budgets
NIM (Number of instance methods)
NLOC
NOC – Number of children
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M151
M152
M153
M154
M155
M156
M157
M158
M159
M160
M161
M162
M163

[42]
[34]
[23]
[34]
[34]
[23]
[6]
[23]
[38]
[31]
[1]
[1],[10],[12],[23]
[1]

M164
M165
M166
M167
M168
M169
M170
M171
M172
M173
M174
M175
M176
M177
M178
M179

[20],[23]
[2],[24]
[41]
[11]
[11]
[11]
[11]
[42]
[34]
[43]
[1]
[1]
[24]
[23]
[43]
[34]

M180
M181
M182
M183
M184
M185
M186
M187
M188
M189
M190
M191

[32]
[23]
[23]
[15],[23]
[42]
[1]
[12]
[12],[14]
[31]
[12]
[43]
[42]

Normal Defects
Number of abstract classes/interfaces
Number of attributes and methods
Number of builds per day
number of characters
Number of classes
Number of Commits
number of defects
Number of defects injected per sprint
Number of Delivered Stories
Number of External Trouble Reports (TR)
Number of impediments
Number of Lines Changed
Number of local methods
Number of Overridden Methods (NORM)
Number of requirements in test
Number of requirements ready for release
Number of requirements to be detailed
Number of revision of files
Number of stories
Number of test cases
Number of test suites
Number of tests
Number of trivial methods
Number of unit tests
Obstacles carried over into next iteration
Obstacles cleared per iteration
Oldest Feature Done
On-time delivery (OTD)
Open Defect Severity Index
Open Refactors
Open Reworks
Pacemaker Metric
Pareto distribution of defects per origin
PDAC – Package data abstraction coupling
Percentage of Adopted Work
percentage of automation test coverage
Percentage of found work
Performance improvement
Performance variance
person hours (PH)
Planned Sprint Velocity = (Vp)
Post Project Visualization

M192
M193
M194
M195
M196
M197
M198
M199
M200
M201
M202
M203
M204
M205
M206
M207
M208
M209
M210
M211
M212
M213
M214
M215
M216
M217
M218
M219
M220
M221
M222
M223
M224
M225
M226
M227
M228
M229
M230
M231
M232
M233
M234
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[34]
[34]
[41]
[1]
[23]
[34]
[18]
[12]
[31]
[31]
[18]
[23]
[14]
[42]
[34]
[23]
[23]
[23]
[23]
[31]
[12]
[14]
[31]
[32]
[12]
[38]
[14]
[14]
[3]
[14]
[34]
[34]
[10]
[14]
[42]
[14]
[14]
[14]
[34]
[12]
[3]
[4]
[23]

Predicted number of defects in backlog
Presence of keywords
Priority
Problem per User Month (PUM)
Processing Interval
Processing time
Product Backlog
Product Size
Progress
Progress as working code
project velocity
Pulse
quality and customer satisfaction
Queue
Queue size in requirements process, e.g.
number of requirements awaiting analysis,
prioritization or decision
Queue time
Real option analysis
Refactor Effort
REI – Reach efficiency in
Relative Size
Release Burn-Up Chart
Release Readiness indicator
REO – Reach efficiency out
Request Journey Interval
Requirement Clarity Index
requirements
Requirements Ambiguity
Requirements Completeness
Requirements maturity index
Resolved issues / month
Respect of requirements
Responding to Change/ Re-Work
Response For Class (RFC)
Return on investment
Rework Effort
Running Automated Tests
Running test features
schedule
Schedule Performance Index (SPI)
Schedule variance(development)
Schedule variance(project)
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M235
M236
M237
M238
M239
M240
M241
M242
M243
M244
M245
M246
M247
M248
M249

[12]
[23]
[10]
[24]
[10]
[12]
[14]
[36]
[37]
[12]
[32]
[34]
[44]
[24]
[1]

M250
M251
M252
M235
M254
M255
M256
M257
M258
M259
M260
M261
M262
M263
M264
M265
M266
M267
M268
M269
M270
M271
M272
M273
M274
M275

[12]
[13]
[34]
[38]
[44]
[44]
[23]
[23]
[10]
[14]
[18]
[15]
[15]
[24]
[11]
[23]
[15]
[34]
[23]
[34]
[23]
[31]
[44]
[14]
[12]
[15]

Scope burnup
Scrum group turnover
Size of work items in story point
Snag Metric
Software defects
Software development effort
Software development schedule
Software development staffing
Software progress (design, code and testing)
Software requirements definition and stability
Software size
Specialization Index (SIX)
Sprint Burn-Down Chart
Sprint goal success rates
Sprint Level Effort Burndown
Stability
Standard deviation method complexity(SDMC)
Standard violation
Stories removed or added from scope per
iteration
Story estimation
Story flow percentage
Story percent complete
Story point
Story rate per iteration
Storypoint-cinger chart
Success at Scale
System Design Instability (SDI)
T Ci = total number of commits in iteration
Tacking tools
Targeted Value Increase (TVI+)
TCC- Tight class cohesion
Team member loading
Team member turnover
Team satisfaction
Teams adoption of testing practices
Technical debt
Technical dept. Board
Test Case Point analysis (TCP)
Test cases
Test coverage
test points
test run frequency
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M276
M277
M278
M279
M280
M281
M282
M283
M284
M285
M286
M287
M288
M289
M290
M291
M292
M293
M294

[18]
[31]
[1]
[11]
[44]
[44]
[44]
[44]
[44]
[44]
[44]
[34]
[44]
[31]
[14]
[4]
[6]
[15]
[16]

M295
M296
M297
M298
M299
M300
M301
M302
M303
M304
M305
M306
M307
M308
M309
M310
M311
M312
M313
M314
M315
M316
M317

[16]
[12]
[12]
[12]
[23]
[44]
[31]
[23]
[12]
[23]
[14]
[42]
[38]
[31]
[23], [34]
[34]
[12]
[12]
[34]
[12]
[12]
[18], [41]
[9]

test time to run
Test-growth ratio
The number of maintenance requests
The Release burndown chart
The Sprint burndown chart
The total number of story points approved &
closed by the customer in an iteration divided
by the actual number of the developer days in
that iteration.
Time taken in agile practice maturity
Time taken per build
Time to fix tests
Time to market
Total Effort Estimation
Total Lines of Code (TLOC)
Total Lines of Test Code (TLOTC)
Total product cost
Total project duration
Total Reported Bugs
tree map/heat map; hotspots by critical
violations; most violated rules by severity; code
complexity
Trends in code metrics
Typical Snag Metric
Unfinished stories
Unforeseen Tasks
Unit test coverage
Unit test coverage for the developed code
Unit tests per user story
Unplanned changes
User stories carried on to the next iteration
User stories done per iteration
value efficiency (VE)
Value-to-cost ratio of requirements and design
areas
Variance
Variance in handovers
Velocity (Productivity)
Velocity Lag
Velocity of elaborating features
Velocity (ideal engineering hours)
Velocity (story points)
Velocity/throughput
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M318
M319
M320
M321
M322
M323

[7]
[12]
[1]
[37]
[37]
[1]

M324
M325
M326
M327
M328
M329
M330
M331
M332
M333
M334

[1]
[1]
[12]
[31]
[31]
[1]
[1]
[31]
[31]
[14]
[14]

M335
M336
M337
M338
M339
M340
M341
M342
M343
M344
M345
M346

[11]
[11]
[44]
[44]
[14]
[14]
[38]
[1]
[1]
[1]
[3]
[42]

M347
M348
M349
M350
M351
M352
M335
M354

[23]
[12]
[31]
[44]
[12]
[12]
[24]
[24]

VSM Value stream mapping
WC – Weak components
Weighted Methods per Class (WMC)
WFO – weighted fan out
Win/Loss Record
WMC – Weighted method count
WMC-McCabe
Work Capacity
Workload

M355
M356
M357
M358
M359
M360
M361
M362
M363
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[34]
[15]
[34]
[41]
[41]
[41]
[31]
[31]
[16]
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